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No. 100 HIGH ALTITUDE SPECTRA FROM NASA CV-990 JET
II. WATER VAPOR ON VENUS*
by G. P- KuiPER, F. F. FORBES,
D. L. STEINNIETZ, AND R. 1. MITCHELL
Revised April 1, 1969
N70-I^^^i6
ABSTRACT	 '^ r1
Venus and Moon spectra obtained with a new interferometer (resolution 8 cm -t ) during two flights with the NASA
CV-990 Jet on November 27 and 28, 1967, are presented. The ratio spectrum Venus/Moon is also derived which eliminates
remaining weak telluric absorptions as well as solar absorption lines of any strength. The ratio spectrum shows Venus essen-
tially as if illuminated in white light, allowing a direct comparison with laboratory spectra.
A lunar spectrum with increased precision was obtained on 5-6 May 1968, allowing the computation of an improved
ratio spectrum for Venus (Fig. 13). Finally, ground-based Venus and Moon spectra, and their ratio (Fig. 16), are added for
increased precision of the Venus spectrum outside the telluric H2O bands.
Examination of the effect of the Doppler shift of the planet (V = 12.9 km/sec) shows that, for the 1.4 and 1.9 p RIO
bands, the telluric and Venus lines are completely separated, so that the ratio spectrum represents Venus correctly; but that
the lines of the 2.6 µ H_O band, many of which are fairly strong and double in the telluric spectrum even at' 200 mb,
will generally not be separated and will give complex superposition effects with Venus. Under these conditions, the 2.6 11
band in the ratio spectrum will give an apparent H2O abundance for Venus that is too low. Calibration of the 1.4 µ and
1.9 A bands, with a 6-meter tube containing laboratory air at 200 mb, shows the amount of H 2O in the Venus spectrum to
be about 5 microns precipitable water (2-way transmission). The resulting mixing ratio H2O!CO, is• 1.10 -6. This positive
identification of water vapor supersedes the upper limit of roughly 2 A obtained in Comm. LPL No. 95. The observed
amounts of trace constituents, such as H.-.O, will, for constant mixing ratios, vary with the amount of CO_ observed, known
to be variable from day to day as well as systematically with phase. The phases of Venus for the May-June and November
1967 observations were all about 0.6, but the amounts of CO•, observed in May-June were indeed somewhat less than in
November 1967.
In addition to some forty-five absorption features belonging to the 1.4, 1.9, and 2.6 µ bands of H .-,O, numerous vibra-
tional bands of CO_ are identified, as well as the 2-0 band of CO at 4250 cm- 1 , some rotational lines of the 2-0 band of
HCl at 5600 cm- t , and of the 1-0 band of HF at 3950 cm-u.
1. Introduction
A
fter the April—June 1967 CV-990 flights,
described in Comtn. LPL No. 93, had estab-
lished that a rapid-scan Block-type interferometer
could be used despite aircraft vibrations, an instru-
ment was ordered having 2.5 times the resolution of
the Mertz interferometer, 8 cm -t . The new instru-
ment was received 1 October 1967 together with a
2000-word co-adder and a punch. The reductions
could be made on an IBM 11303 computer avail-
*Paper presented at the Second Planetary Conference at
Kitt Peak National Observatory, Tucson, March 12, 1968,
with some revisions:
able on the University of Arizona Campus through
the courtesy of the Mathematics Department. The
computer reduction program was graciously made
available by Vice President Mertz of Block Associ-
ates. The interferometer assembly at LPL and the
first telescopic observations with it were supervised
by Mr. I. Coleman of Block Associates.
The interferometer is an improved version over
the original Mertz instrument in that continuous
calibration of the mirror displacements is provided
by a helium source. During telescopic operations it
was found that minor phase shifts occurred in the
zero point of the interferogram, possibly resulting
from minor temperature variations. These zero point
I
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drifts were normally not important for runs of 10
minutes or less. Longer runs usually required co-
adding the interferograms in 10-min, blocs which
would be separately reduced. This was not serious
for bright sources with a good signal/noise ratio but
was increasingly troublesome as the sources grew
fainter. The problem was later solved by Dr. H. L.
Johnson with the installation of an auxiliary white
light source also reflected by the moving mirror and
providing a zero-point calibration on a third chan-
nel. For the November 1967 Venus observations,
however, the interferometer was used in its original
form with the uncooled f'bS cells provided by the
manufacturer. The reductions were made in blocs
that were subsequently added.
2. Observations
The observations were made with the heliostat
and 12-inch telescope as described in Comm. LPG
No. 93. The optical window was 1-inch thick, made
of GE-105 (dry quartz), provided by NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center. Its transmission curve
is given in Fig. 1, measured at NASA-Ames on 6
October 1967. The interferometer was shock-
mounted on the telescope. A daytime engineering
test flight, made on November 16, 1967, showed that
even sharp aircraft vibrations (which the pilot pro-
duced with the wing flaps), did not appreciably dis-
turb the performance, as judged by the interferogram
from the monochromatic helium comparison source
observed on an oscilloscope. The two Venus flights
took place on November 27 and 28, 1967, with our
notes on times, elevations, outside temperatures, and
cabin pressures recorded in Table 1.
The Venus observations on November 27 were
made 16:03-17:43 UT, with Moon comparisons
both before and after: 15:52-16:02 UT and 17:46-
18:03 UT. Some light cirrus passed overhead during
brief periods between 16:33-47 UT, as noted in
Table 1. On November 28 the Venus observations
were made 16:07-17:45 UT, and the moon com-
parisons 15:55-16:04 UT and 17:46-18:03 UT.
Some cirrus was again encountered 16:45-48 UT
and 17:03-06 UT. The Venus observations were
briefly interrupted around 17:25 UT when a thin
film of oil was seen on the optical window, caused
by the air-conditioning system. Thereafter the air
vent above the optical window was shut off. The
trajectories of the November 27 and 28 flights are
shown in Fig. 2. Parenthetically, the sunrise views
along the Pacific shores of Baja California were
profoundly interesting and beautiful, for the topog-
raphy, the meteorology, and the apparent inter-
actions of ocean and land (semi-circular bays, the
flow of ocean fog over low land, etc.). Several
photograph, were taken from the cockpit. A num-
ber of condensation trails, presumably stemming
from the Hawaii-Los Angeles jet route, were
observed almost intact near flight altitude as far
south as 20°-22° North, and around 108° W. These
can pose problems for astronomical observations up
to 40,000 ft.
The relative positions of Venus and Moon for
the mean epochs of the Venus observations are:
Nov. 27, 16 1, 53 11 ' UT:
Venus 13 1, 1.4 ,1'-5°38'	 Venus was 9°5
Moon 12 1, 38"'-2°20'	 ESE of Moon
Nov. 28, 16 1, S6°' UT:
Venus 13 1, 18 ," — 6°01'	 Venus was 4°4
Moon 13 1, 30 111 — 9°08'	 NW of Moon
The latitude of the CV 990 on November 27,
161, 53 11, UT, was 23°0 N; and on November 28,
16 1' 56 11 ' UT, 23°2 N (cf. Fig. 2). The altitudes of
Venus at mid-observation were therefore 61°4 and
60°8; whereas the moon altitudes on the two dates
were nearly the same, both 61 °. It is therefore
appropriate to average the two sets of Venus data,
and the same for the lunar data; and then take the
the ratio Venus/Moon of these averages. This com-
bination was desirable because the electronic noise,
with uncooled cells and small telescope, was not
negligible.
The spectra of both Venus and Moon, and their
ratio, are nevertheless shown for each day separately,
as well as their averages, for a better assessment of
their degree of consistency. Of special importance is,
of course, the strength of the water-vapor absorp-
tions Venus-Moon, on the separate days, as well as
in the average. Only the most important section,
3300-7500 cm -1 , is shown for the separate days.
The full interval, 3000-8500 cm -1 , is reproduced
for the averages.
Figs. 3-5 are the Venus, Moon, and ratio spec-
trum for November 27; Figs. 6-8 the same for
November 28; Figs. 9-11 the same for the averages.
They are paired up in the reproductions for ready
reference especially for checking the water-vapor
intensities. The identifications are shown in the ratio
spectrum of Fig. 13, below.
Since the Moon comparisons before and after the
Venus runs were held brief, the noise in the Moon
i
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Fig.] Measured transmission of GE-105 window used in Venus flights.
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Fig. 2 Flight trajectories, November 27-28, 1967.
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TABLE 1
_--
VENUS FLIGHTS, NOVEMBER
-
1967
- --Nov. 27 _-- Nov. 28
ELEv. T"' ELEv. T °C
UT 1000 FT. ,OUT) REMARKS UT 1000 FT. (Our) REMARKS
13:20 0 - take off 13:31 0 - takeoff
13:30 20 -20 13:40 20 -30 cabin 4900'
13:33 25 -30 13:50 25.2 -33 cab. 5600'
13:36 30 -39 13:58 27.2 -37 cab.5600'
13:40 32 -44 14:25 33.0 -46 cab.5600'
13:42 33 -47 15:02 33.2 -41 cab.5600'
13:50 33 -49 15:20 33.2 -41.5 cab.5500'
14:10 33 -44 sunrise 14:12 15:39 37.0 -48 cab. 8500'
14:35 33 -40 15:55 39.0 -53 start Moon
15:07 33 -39 16:045 39.0 -54 end Moon
15:38 37 -47 16:07 39.0 - start Venus
15:46 39.0 -54 cabin 8500' 16:24 39.0 -55 W = 4°9, D = 20°3*
15:52 39.0 -54 start Moon 17:00 40.0 -58 W = 4"4, D = 19"9*
16:03 39.0 - start Venus 17:13 40.1 -59 W = 4'4, D = 19°7*
16:20 39.0 -54 17:25 - - window cleaned
16:46 40.0 -57 cab. 8300'* 17:27 40.1 -59 W = 4°7, D = 20' 1
's	 17:00 39.9 -58 sky perfect after 16:47 17:44 40.06 -57 W = 4'7, D = 20'3*
17:12 39.9 -58 17:45 - - end Vends
17:36 39.9 -57 17:46 - - start Moon
17:43 39.9 - end Venus 17:57 40.06 -56 W = 4'4, D = 20°3*
17:46 39.9 - cab. 8300' 18:03 - - end Moon
17:53 39.9 -57 W = 5' 1, D - 21'3 18:21 40.05 -57
18:03 39.9 -57 19:12 32.9 -50
19:25 30 -45 19:22 37.0 -52
19:26 25 -37 19:25 35.0 -51
19:28 20 -27 20:03 0 - landing
19:42 0 - landing
I
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I
	*Wet bulb, 5°0 Q dry, 21 °0 C; or p (HO) =0.5 mm, or 	 cabin 8300'.
	
rel. hum. =3%, in cabin (but less in ventilated telescope). 	 Some cirrus overhead 16:45-48, 17:03, 17:06.
Light cirrus 16:33-34, 36-38, 39, 47.
spectra is no better (actually somewhat worse) than
in the Venus spectra (the disk of Venus filled only a
fraction of the interferometer aperture at the focus
of the 12-inch telescope, which was about 1 arc
minute; but its surface brightness is some 20x larger
than that of the bright limb portions of the crescent
moon). Therefore, it is important to improve the
moon comparison for the study of absorption fea-
tures other than water vapor (for which comparisons
ideally are made on the same night). Two full observ-
ing runs with the CV 990 could be made on May 5
and 6, 1968, when the aircraft was based on Wallops
Island, Va. The May 5 lunar run was from 221, 12m-
241, 30^' UT; the May 6 run, from 21 11 40m-24h 17'"
UT. The combined lunar spectrum is shown in Fig.
12. Comparison with Fig. 10 shows a major reduc-
tion in the noise level, especially beyond 7000 cm -1.
For future reference, the absorptions shown in Fig.
12 have been identified with the aid of solar spectra
taken with much higher resolution. I am indebted
to Mr. L. Bijl for his assistance with these identi-
fications. The ratio Venus/Moon with this new com-
parison is shown in Fig. 13. For the reasons just
stated, its precision is substantially better than that
of Fig. 11, based on the same Venus data.
An independent check on the details of the Venus
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spectrum may be made by comparison with Fig. 14
which was obtained at the Catalina Observatory with
a 61-inch telescope on November 7, 1967, prior to
the observations on the CV 990. (This telescope
collects at least 30X as much radiation as the 12-inch
aboard the CV 990, with its window and heliostat
mirror in the beam.) Since the Moon was not up, no
lunar comparison could be obtained on the same day,
but one which matches the H2O absorptions approxi-
mately is reproduced in Fig. 15. The ratio spectrum
is shown in Fig. 16, which, of course, cannot be used
in the regions of the heavy water-vapor absorptions.
It is stressed that all Fourier Transform reductions
used in the spectra shown are somewhat provisional.
E.g., one suspects that the amplitudes of the sharp
features shown in Fig. 14 near 4100 cm - ' are some-
what exaggerated. An attempt will be made to obtain
a more definitive reduction in conjunction with addi-
tional Venus observations made 1968-69.
3. Discussion
The principal topic of this paper is the deter-
mination of the water-vapor content of the Venus
atmosphere with the increased resolution provided
by the new airborne interferometer. As a first step
toward this end, the H2O absorptions shown in Figs.
9 and 10 were identified and marked. The next ques-
tion is to what extent the ratio spectrum of Fig. 11
shows the correct H2O absorptions in the Venus
spectrum. The radial velocity on Venus on November
27, 28, 1967 was about 12.9 km/sec, which cor-
responds to Doppler shifts of 0.6 A at 1.38 µ, 0.8
A at 1.87 µ, and 1.1 A at 2.6 µ. The line widths of
H2O telluric lines observed from 40,000 It are about
0.3-0.4 A at 1.38 µ, 0.7-0.8 A at 1.87 µ, and, for
the stronger lines, > 2 A at 2.6 µ. The Venus spec-
trum is produced at pressures even somewhat less
than at the 200-mb flight level of the CV 990, so
that the weak Venus H2O absorptions are narmfver
(and weaker) than those in the lunar spectrum of
Fig. 10. Therefore, in the 1.4 and 1.9 µ. H2O bands
the N'^nus and telluric absorptions are separated, and
thus independent and additive; but in the 2.61L band
the addition is complex. Indeed, the 2.6 µ band of
Fig. 11 would give substantially less H2O than the
1.4 and 1.9 µ bands, if simple additive absorptions
were to be assumed. The ratio spectrum V Fig. 11
will therefore give the correct H2O content for the
1.4 and 1.9 µ bands and it yields, with laboratory
calibrations at 200 mb, 5 microns of precipitable
H2O in the 2-way transmission.
Since the corresponding figure for CO2 is about
4 km atm., the mixing ratio H•O/CO2 (after con-
version of liquid H•:O to vapor at NPT) is close to
1.10 -11 . A 2-decimal precision in this mixing ratio
will be attempted when additional Venus observa-
tions become available, and after appropriate CO-,
calibrations ( for bands having lines of equal intensity
to the 1.4 and 1.9 µ H_O bands in Venus) have been
made (which is necessary also because of the appre-
ciable variations in the observed CO2 abundance).
Absorptions others than H 2O have been marked
in Fig. 13, but a detailed discussion of them is with-
held pending the acquisition of additional Venus
spectra. Attention is called to Addendum 2 ( Figs.
19A-19C) for laboratory spectra of CO, which
roughly match the weaker bands in Venus but which
of course show much greater absorptions for the
medium and strong bands, resulting from the peculiar
intensity ratios observed in radiation scattered by
an absorbing atmosphere.
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ADDENDUM 1
LABORATORY SPECTRA
OF H2O AND HC1
Fig. 17 shows an interferometer spectrum of 6
meters of air at 200 mb (p = 15cmHg) containing
11 microns of precipitable water, used to calibrate
the water-vapor content of the Venus spectrum
(Comm. LPL Nos. 100, 101).
Fig. 18 shows a spectrum of the 2-0 band of HC1
at 1.7 µ, obtained with the A-spectrometer, used in
the identifications on Figs. 13 and 16. The isotope
band HC137
 is well resolved from HC135 . The wave-
numbers are based on Rank et al. J. Opt. Soc. 52, 4,
1962.
I
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ADDENDUM 2
LABORATORY SPECTRUM OF COs
by U. FINK AND G. P. KUIPER
June 11, 1969
An effort was made to obtain CO2 spectra that
would reasonably match the weaker bands shown in
the Venus spectrum as a check on the ,assignments
made in the above paper.
The spectra were obtained with the 40-meter-
long LPL White tube, recently completed, us•!d so
far with 2, 16, 32, and 64 traversals, at pressures 0.5
and 1.0 atm. Ultimately, a greater range will be
covered.
The CO2 used in these runs supplied by the
Matheson Company of Cucamonga, California, was
unusually free of CH4 and H2O; the H O absorption
was mostly due to the path outside the tube, although
the spectrometer was being flushed with dry nitrogen.
The B-spectrometer was used in these runs (with
resolutions up to about 5 0100), rather than the inter-
ferometer, for ease of operation and check on the
absence of interference fringes, etc.
Figures 19A-C show sample records taken with
the 2500-meter path, p = i atm., and resolutions
matching roughly the interferometer spectra. The
scale is roughly constant in A, but the abscissae are
given in cm- ' for comparison with the Venus spectra.
Fig. 19A Laboratoiy spectrum of CO„ 2500•meter path,
Q o I atm., 3900-4800 cm -1. Dotted One, blank run, show-ing laboratory H2O.
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Fig. 19C Continuation of Figs. 19A, B, 7000-8500 cm -1 ; a few At emission lines shown are in lab. source.
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No. 101 IDENTIFICATION OF THE VENUS CLOUD LAYERS*
by GERARD P. KuiPER
June 28, 1969	 N70-13822
ABSTRACT
Observations establish the existence of two well-separated cloud layers on Venus: (a) a patchy layer observed in photo-
graphs taken at X<4200 A, apparently consisting of bright veils often thousands of km in size, which at times exhibit retro-
grade motions up to 100 meters/sec., composed of particles about 0.1 t' diameter; and (b) a yellowish, optically impenetra-
ble layer exhibiting gross horizontal structure only rarely, but having a variable upper boundary situated well within the tro-
posphere. New diameter measures of the planet, coupled with recent data on the atmospheric temperature profile (Fig. 5),
indicate that the U 1' layer occurs in the upper stratosphere, near the mesopause; and confirm that the boundary of the thick
yellow haze layer is just below the tropopause, within the troposphere. With the known mixing ratio H2O/CO, for the upper
Venus troposphere, the possibility of water or icc clouds in the visible layers can be dealt with definitively.
A compilation of published photometric data from 0.2-4.0 µ and new spectrophotometric data (Fig. 2), compared to new
laboratory measures (Figs. 6, 8), show that the chief constituent of the yellow haze layer is incompletely-hydrated FeCl2, n
^ 1.55; three absorption bands observed on Venus are attributed to Fe 2+ (d-d) and one each to Fe-H2O, Fe-CI and O-H.
The vapor pressure of HD in the upper troposphere of Venus, derived from the NASA CV-990 results in Comm. LPL No.
100, is found to be essentially equal to the equilibrium dissociation pressure of the Venus cloud particles and is so interpreted.
The published RD measurements by Veneta 4-6 for the deeper layers are discussed but found to be incompatible with well-
established results.
The upper UV haze layer is thereupon re-examined; it may be NMCI(s). The violet-blue haze can be simulated in the
laboratory by adding HCI(g) to NH,(g) in very low concentrations.
It is concluded that Venus has a halide meteorology, compared to a water meteorology on Earth, and an ammonia
meteorology in Jupiter and Saturn. The near-absence of water on Venus must be a basic planetary property, apparently result-
ing from a protoplanet temperature being substantially higher than that of proto Earth, which caused Hz0 to be in the vapor
phase and lost with the inert gases. This must have been caused by Venus forming later in the solar development as well as
closer to the Sun.
H
ypotheses on the composition of the Venus
clouds have proliferated in recent years. The
Proceedings of the CalTech-JPL Lunar and Plan-
etary Conference (1966) describes the following
interpretations, held by different authors: small water
droplets, small ice crystals, hail stones (at depth);
derivatives of methane, ethane, and benzene; and
dust. Other recent publications have considered snow
flakes (at depth), NH4CI, an ice-HCI solution, vol-
canic products, a carboniferous swamp, a planetary
oil field, and the "global-seltzer ocean" theory. A
useful critical view of this curious assortment is
* Sections 1-3 were presented at the Second Kitt Peak
Planetary Conference, March 11-13, 1968.
made in the NASA Handbook of Venus (1967) . Of
necessity, many questions had to be left open for
lack of data.
With the very low, but finite, mixing ratio of
H2O/CO2 now established from the NASA 990 Jet
observations (Comm. LPL Nos. 95, 100), and with
the reinterpretation of the 2 µ region of the Johns
Hopkins balloon spectrum of Venus (Comm. LM
95), coupled with the new polarization data of Venus
by Coffeen (1968), the problem of water or ice
clouds can be dealt with definitively. One of the
arguments used in past years in support of the ice
hypothesis, the low reflectivity of the planet between
3-4 µ, is reinterpreted on the basis of new spectro-
photometric data and found to lead to a very dif-
ferent conclusion.
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Moss ( 1928 ) in his extensive photographic cov-
erage of Venus in 1927. using: the 60-inch Mt.
Wilson telescope, estahlished that the planet shows
a y ariahle cloud pattern in UV light (3600 A ±);
but that in yellow or red light no clear markings
appear except possibly on rare occasions. Wright
( 1927) had previously taken a few photographs at
the Lick Observatory with the same general result.
- 1 he cloud pattern may show chan ges cven in a few
hours. Recentl y the French observers ( Bo yer and
Camichcl. 1901 and 1965; Bover. 1965, Bover and
Guerin, 1966) noted that the cloud pattern at times
moves across the disk in retrograde motion roughiy
90' per day. corresponding to a pseudo-rotation
period of 4-5 days. No strict periodicity exists. ho,v-
ever, either in this motion of the upper atmospheric
layers nor in the details of the cloud forms. The
observed motion could obviously either he real or
be a g roup velocity caused by atmospheric waves.
Dollfus ( 1967) summarizes as follows the col-
lection at the IAU Planetar y Data Center at Meudon.
Mitch shows:
"that lar ge formations in the Ventisian atmo-
sphere can evolve quickly — sometimes in as
little as a few hours. Such aspects may be
explained by rapid apparitions and disappear-
ances nt cl(nuls on the spot, accompanied
sometimes by motions. Furthermore, motions
of the whole cloud laver are sometimes ob-
served, consistent with n retrograde rotation
of a four days' period, although the above
observations alone are not convincing enough
to support definitely such it rotation as real.
The hanges recorded in the cloud patterns ...
imply that clouds are not likely to he com-
posed of solid (lust. for, in such case, the time
of formation and & ipation would he too
long. The y should, then, he composed of' par-
ticles capable of condensation and evapora-
tion. such as water."
In view of the very small angular velocity of the
planet itself ( rotation period 243 days; Carpenter
19W Evan ,  o al. 1966. Shapiro 1967 a, h) the
apparent motions of the cloud masses correspond to
values up to 100 m /sec.
A Venus photograph taken ut 3600 A is repro-
duced in Fig. 1, together with the Surveyor III TV
record of the earth (JPL 1967). The similarity
between the images is remarkable but probably for-
tuitous. The earth was recorded in visual light and
shows cloud masses which under hi gher resolution
Fig. / Comparison of planet!. Venus and Farth Aith lo"
resolution. Venus in UV, 61" NASA telescope. Juste la.
1967, tll 1 -57 11 •20- U.T.: Earth. visual light. Surveyor 111.
IP1., 1967.
are known to break Up into hundreds or thousands
of individual clouds and filaments. No nigh-resolu-
tion UV photographs of Venus have yet been taken;
but we doubt on other grounds that with much higher
resolution the close resemblance with the earth would
remain.
Koss ( 1924 ) found that the UV clouds on Venus
become gradually invisible at wavelengths substan-
tially longer than 4000 A:
"]Mails over the disk, interpreted as clo:td
tormations, are found to he alwa y s present on
photography taken with ultraviolet light. Pho-
tographs with blue-violet and with blue light
show very weak details. Red and infrared
exposures disclose no detail. This behavior for
light of different colors is interpreted as fol-
lows: The outer atmospheric la y er is assumed
to he composed of it thin stratum of cirrus
clouds. while the inner atmosphere :s sup-
posed to he exceedingly dense and yellowish.
The details sho\+n are atmospheric disturb-
ances. visible either- as (lark areas. or as regions
of enhanced brilliance. depending upon the
character of the disturbance.... Measures of
the relative values of the light from the dark
and the adjoining bright areas give it maxi-
mum difference of 24 per cent for the net,
tives in ultraviolet light, and of 4 per cent for
those in blue light."
In Comfn. LPL No. 102 two series of recent UV
photographs of the Venus clouds are presented, and
also some additional evidence on the wavelength
dependence of their visibility. Occasional delicate
markings observed at A >5000 A do not correlate
well with the UV cloud pattern (Dollfus 1961),
Since the UV clouds are clearly visible around
A l - ( - 3600 A), they are presumably composed of
particles approximately 0.1 µ in diameter ( ,kr,-/7r) .
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At A >> At,, these particles will essentially be invisi-
ble. Since between 0.36 µ and 0.45 µ the Venus
albedo increases by 1.4 x (Harris 1961, p. 307).
the long-wave visibility cut-off is sharper than based
on the scattering law of particles. The large horizon-
tal motions suggest that the UV clouds are located
high in the Venus atmosphere. Thus, if the particles
were ice (H:O or CO_), or another sublimate, they
would be more likely to exist in the mesopause than
at the tropopause l--vel. They would then be com-
parable to the noctilucent clouds on the earth (at 82
km elevation). We examine below whether this ex-
planation is compatible with present information on
the atmospheric composition and the dependence
of measured planetary diameter vs. A; also, whether
H2O, COe, or a halogen may be involved. A further
possibility would be polymerized C;,Oc formed in the
upper strata of the Venus atmosphere (Kuiper 1957).
In view of the near-absence of a magnetic field on
Venus and therefore the presumed absence of a zonal
distribution in the particle impacts as well as the
solar UV radiation, it would be expected that poly-
merized C302 would be distributed nearly uniformly
over the disk. The patchy appearance of the UV
clouds on the other hand suggests that atmospheric
circulation and resulting temperature differences play
a role, and favors the assumption of condensation.
1.0
Yet another assumption wol dd be that the UV clouds
are extensions of the deeper thick haze (Sec. 2);
but this appears improbable since their formation
and disappearances are more rapid than corresponds
to the fall time of particles of d7!A.1 µ (a few meters
per day). Finally, the UV clouds could be an aerosol
of the type found in the terrestrial stratosphere. Junge
(1963) thinks that these aerosol particles are formed
in situ by oxidation of SO•_ or H_S, trace constituents
that may be present also on Venus; but it is not clear
how this process would explain the UV cle-td pattern
and its changes. Presumably, therefore, the main con-
stituent of the UV clouds is not photochemical, but
a temperature-dependent condensation.
The planetary albedo from 2300-3000 A, about
0.2 (cf. Fig. 2), is due in part (perhaps 20% ) to the
UV veils, as is true for Mars. A measure of the cloud
contrast at 2300 A (from balloon observations with
i arc sec. resolution) would be informative. Some
UV cloud contrast is also present on Mars (and, of
course, in the terrestrial noctilucent clouds).
2. The Yellow Haze Laker
Penetration n visual light and in the infrared
is limited by the yellow haze layer. This is most
convincingly shown by the rotational temperatures
.8
s .6
a
"oC0
mA
.2
0
V
.2	 .3	 A	 .5	 1.0	 1.5	 2.0	 2.5	 3.0	 A 3.51A	 4.0
Fig. 2 Bond albedo vs. wavelength 0.2-4.0 a. Sources described in text. Details near 1.5 µ somewhat
uncertain.
Iderived from numerous CO:. absorption bands from
0.87-3 µ, giving around 250' K, and beyond that
from the thermal emission of the planet, found to
be 220-230' K in the atmospheric window 8-14 µ.
In the mm range the radiation temperatures are still
low, about 300' K at A = 3 mm and 380' K at
8 mm. These low values are probably not pro-
duced by particles but by the rotational absorptions
of the Venus atmosphere, as follows from the B
values of the different constituents, with allowances
for pressure broadening.
The effective top of the haze layer is not constant
in altitude. Kuiper (1952) found from 80 spectra
taken in 1944, 1948, and 195G that the intensity
of the 5 v;, band of CO, at A 8689 A,
"varies systematically from about 0.05 of (the
solar Ca It line) A 8489 at phase angle 150'
(near inferior conjunction) to 0.6 at phase
angle 50' (near full phase); that day-to-day
fluctuations of considerable magnitude occur;
and that the observed distribution of CO: is
often remarkably patchy over the disk. The
patches are of such a size that they may corre-
spond to the cloud features shown on ultra-
violet photographs.
"Evidently, the Venus cloud layer is in vio-
lent motion. The light-yellow color of the
cloud cover proves that it is not composed of
water droplets; water clouds observed from
above are white. This conclusion is consistent
with the absence of water vapor from the
Venus spectrum and the large abundance of
CO2 in its atmosphere. Possibly the cloud
cover is composed of some oxide, say, silica,
with a slight coloring due to iron oxide.
"Dr. H. Suess pointed out to the writer the
interesting possibility that, alternatively, the
cloud layer may be composed of salts (NaCl,
MgCl.,). This case would apply if Venus ini-
tially did have ocean basins which later dried
up. This could have happened if the water was
lost by photodissociation in the upper atmo-
sphere and the liberated oxygen was subse-
quently bound chemically. It is conceivable
that photometric and polarimetric tests could
decide between oxides and salts."
i'ir actuations in penetration level, on a day-
to. ,tv., oasis, and also between areas at a given
time, prove that the effective visibility limit is situated
within the Venus troposphere, not the stratosphere
where such motions would be absent. This is in
accord with the average rotational temperature ob-
tained from the CO: bands, approximately 250'
K, indicating that the t-2 µ radiation observed is
scattered by layers deeper than those responsible for
the effective planetary radiation at 8-14 µ (220-
230° K) and therefore situated 5-10 km below the
tropopause. The observed CO._, absorption is thus
produced mostly in the Venus troposphere, and the
mixing ratios of the atmospheric constituents derived
from the near-infrared spectrum will also refer to the
troposphere, not the stratosphere. This conclusion is
important since some authors have assumed that the
extremely low water-vapor content observed spectro-
scopically refers to the stratosphere. This latter view
is definitely erroneous. Whether the tropospheric
mixing ratio itself is constant with altitude is reviewed
in Sec. 5.
The interpretation of a planetary spectrum may
be illustrated by low-resolution spectra of the sunlit
planet Earth, observed from 26 km elevation (cf.
Fig. 3). The amount of water vapor corresponds, as
expected, to the two complete slant paths (sun to
earth surface, and back out to the balloon at 26 km)
and is 103-104 times larger than for the stratosphere
above the balloon.
Maximum penetration into the Venus tropo-
sphere will be recorded by the hot bands of CO_.
which favor the hotter and deeper layers. Spinrad
(1966) observed the hot band of Sv;, and derived
a rotational temperature of 450' K, and a rough
vibrational temperature of 400' K. This important
but puzzling observation deserves to be repeated
often for an atmosphere whose transparency varies
so much.
The particle size of the upper layers of the yellow
haze may be estimated variously. A rough value
comes from analyses of the planetary phase curve,
determined separately from different wavelengths.
Sobolev (1964-1965) re-evaluated the scattering
indicatrix from the phase curves by Miiller and by
Danjon for visual light. His results appear consistent
with particles d = 2-3 µ, but Moritz (1968, p. 177)
comments that: "V. V. Sobole y 's method utilizes
only the first two terms in the expansion of the
indicatrix in Legendre polynomials. Checking this
method against terrestrial aerosols show., that the in-
dicatrices calculated in this manner may differ greatly
from real indicatrices." Phase curves at 1.6-2.2 la,
closer to the presumed particle size, will probably be
more instructive; such curves are currently being
derived.
Other sources of information on the haze layer
are the Venus polarization curves, derived separately
for different wavelengths. The classical work by Lyot
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ber 19, 1963, showing HO bands of strength corresponding to total 2-way atmospheric path of reflected sunlight; with solar
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(1929) yielded the first polarization curve of modern
accuracy, and he carried out important laboratory
investigations in support. Lyot concluded that the
Venus particles were water droplets about 2.2 µ in
diameter; but in retrospect it is clear that from a sin-
gle visual curve only one ,mrameter, particle diam-
eter or refractive index, can be derived with some
assurance, not both. In other words, Lyot's curve
can also be explained by adopting a larger refractive
index and a different particle size (Kuiper 1957, p.
83-84). Polarization work done up to 1960 was
reviewed by Dollfus (1961). A recent study by Cof-
feen (1968 ) extended the data to the UV and I  and
allowed a good separation of n and particle size.
On the basis of calculations of the scattering by
spherical particles, Coffeen concluded that his polar-
ization data restrict it to the range 1.43-1.60, and
that the mean particle diameter is about 2.5 µ. Since
these figures depend on the assumption of spherical
particles, they definitely exclude water droplets, con-
firming earlier conclusions based, e.g., on the color
of the planet (Kuiper 1952, p. 371), on the instability
of a fog composed of micron-sized water droplets
(which within seconds leads to the evaporation of
the smaller particles and the growth of a small num-
ber of larger drops); and on polarization measures
at 1 µ and 2 µ by Kuiper (1957, p. 85) . The
refractive indices of several chlorides are in the range
set by Colleen's result.
The variation of albedo with wavelength yields
information an the particle composition, as is true
for any colored solid. One must attempt, of course,
to eliminate the absorptions of the overlying atmo-
sphere, mostly by CO_. Information now available
is summarized in Fig. 2. For 0.35-1.1 p it is based
on the important study by Irvine et al. (1968, p.
820); for 0.23-0.35 µ, on the rocket observations by
Evans (1967, p. 141) by reducing his geometric
reflectivities for 90° phase angle to Bond albedos,
taking the albedo at 3500 A to be 0.51 (Irvine et al.),
thus assuming the phase integrals to be the same
within the interval 2300-3500 A (which appears
reasonable since the UV veils occur throughout this
interval).* For 3.05-3.85 µ (average 3.4 µ) and
2.2 µ unpublished measures by Mr. R. I. Mitch-
ell at LPL were used and adjusted to Irvine's albedo
at 1.1 µ; for the interval 2.9-4.1 µ the curve derived
by Gillett, Low, and Stein (1968) reproduced in our
* More recent unpublished rocket data indicate a higher
reflectivity 0.2-0.3 µ than reported by Evans; this will not
basically affect the interpretations below.
Fig. 2a; and for intermediate parts, spectral observa-
tions. Among these are the CV-990 interferometer
results and ratio spectra, Venus/Moon, published in
Conan. 100; a ground-based interferometer spec-
trum of Venus, 1."-4.0 µ obtained March 3, 1969,
with lunar comparisons; and a short series of spectra
obtained with the 61-inch NASA telescope between
0.3 and 2.5 µ in which Venus was compared to
Mars and the Moon. The ratio spectra show no
sharp dips or breaks in the Venus continuum; but
there are varying slopes and of course the gaps due
to heavy planetary CO, absorptions, left blank in
Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 contains important clues to the composi-
tion of the yellow clouds, except that for k<0.4 µ
the results must be used with caution because of the
overlying veil of UV clouds. This veil may actually
not contribute more than 0.1 or 0.2 of the total
albedo since the maximum cloud contrast occurs
around 0.35 µ and does not exceed 24% (Ross,
1928).
Parenthetically, the argument has been advanced
(as quoted in NASA Handbook of Venus, Ch. 10)
that the yellow color of the planet is not due to the
clouds themselves, but to Rayleigh scattering of the
overlying atmosphere, so that the clouds might ac-
tually be white. This conclusion is incorrect as is
shown in Appendix 1.
The very low reflectivity from 3-4 µ has, in the
past, often been attributed to ice, but this is incom-
patible both with the very low atmospheric H_O
content (Comms. LPL 95, 100, and Fig. 5 below)
and the yellow color. The low IR reflectivity can,
alternatively, be indicative of a hydrated mineral. It
cannot be fully attributed to the small particle size of
the Venus haze; Colleen's (1968) mean diameter of
2.5 µ indicate. that the particles will scatter effec-
tively for x<2.5irµ or 8 µ. The yellow cloud material
is therefore nearly black from 3-4 p and also dark in
the UV and shows characteristic features in between.
Before we discuss Fig. 2 for specific interpreta-
tions, we examine the gaseous composition of the
Venus atmosphere.
3. Composition and Temperature Profile
of the Venus Atmosphere
The Venus atmosphere is known to be over-
whelmingly CO-,,, based on direct measurements on
Veneta 4 (Pravda 1967) where the ratio, CO2/total
gas, was found to be in excess of 0.9; confirmed with
increased precision (limits 0.93-0.97) by the Veneta
5 and 6 probes (Pravda 1969). Nitrogen and inert
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gases were found to be 0.02-0.05 of the total, ox-
ygen < 0.004, and water vapor 0.004-0.011. The
water-vapor content, about 10 -6
 according to the
CV-990 flights, is re-examined in Sec. 5; the other
results are entered in Table 1, which also lists the
spectroscopic results, both positive and negative.
Table 1 is still very provisional since much more
can be achieved at high altitudes both at >2.5 1A
and k<0.3 µ; and even in the parts observed with
high resolution by Cannes et al. at the Haute Prov-
ence (1-2.5 1A). Fig. 4 shows that at a<0.3 1A im-
proved tests on SO •  and NH3 are possible between
1800-2200 A. Below 1800 A the absorption by CO_
is very strong (Thompson, Harteck, and Reeves,
1963, p. 6432) and the planet will be almost black
for 1, 1200-1700 A. The region 1800-2000 A will
be the best test for O_ (op. cit., p. 6433), and 1850-
2260 A for NO (op. cit., p. 6435).
Fig. 5 collects the principal data on the atmo-
spheric temperature profile. The full-drawn line and
the two sets of ordinates (elevations and pressures)
are taken from the Venera 4 data as presented at the
May 1968 COSPAR meeting in Tokyo (Mikhne-
vitch and Sokolov, Fig. 7 and Table 3); supple-
mented and calibrated with the Venera 5 and 6 data
just published (Pravda 1969). The dashed line rep-
resents the temperature profile, interpolated for 95 %n
CO_, of the Mariner V data published in Science
(Kliore, Levy, Cain, 1967). It smoothes over the con-
siderable fine structure shown in the original pub-
lished profile, most of which is probably not real,
though the indications of layering near the tropo-
pause are interesting and deserve further analysis.
The U.S. and U .S.S.R. 1967 data are made to coin-
cide at 300` K.
The Veneta 5 and 6 data resolved the disturbing
radius discrepancy discussed in the Mariner V Sci-
ence article. The new radius, about 6052 km, accords
well with the U.S. radar determinations published
previously, 6056 i- 1 km (Ash, Shapiro, Smith,
1967), revised to 6050 -L 5 km (Ash, Campbell,
Dyce, Ingalls, Jurgen, Potengill, Shapiro, Slade,
Thompson, 1968), and 6054 -t 2.2 km ( Melbourne,
Muhleman, O'Handley, 1968). This excellent agree-
ment has also removed the discrepancy cited in the
Mariner V Science article regarding the Venus sur-
face temperature, now found by both research groups
to be 700° K or slightly higher.
The positions of the haze layers in this tem-
perature profile may now be estimated. Observa-
tions of the planet between 8 and 14 14 indicate a
fairly constant "radiometric temperature" found by
different authors to be between 210° and 250° K. We
shall adopt 226° (Sinton and Strong, 1960; Sinton,
1961; Gillett, Low, and Stein 1968). A "gray-body"
stratosphere then would be at 190° K. The dotted
profile in Fig. 5 is based on a linear extrapolation of
the Venera 4 temperatures, past the radiometric level
to the 190° K value. It probably represents the mini-
mum temperature of the tropopause; the Mariner
value is some 40 ° higher.
We now examine whether H_O and CO .-. can
condense. The boundaries between the solid and
vapor states are entered in Fig. 5 based on the mi:.
ing ratios of Table 1. It is seen that, as the tem-
perature falls, H 20 will condense before CO2; but
TABLE 1
COMPOSITION OF VENUS ATMOSPHERE
GAs	 MIXING RATIO	 SOURCE
Co- 0.95 ± 0.02 Venera 4, 5, 6 (Pravda, June 4, 1969)
Na 0.035 t 0.015 Venera 4, 5, 6 (Pravda, June 4, 1969)
CO 10-4.34
10-6•2
Cones et al., Ap. J., 152,_p. 741, 1968
Connes	 Ap. J., 147,	 12301967et al.,	 pp.	 -1237,HCl
HF 10-8•2 Connes et al., Ap. J., 147, pp. 1230-1237, 1967
CH, < 10-e Connes et al., Ap. J., 147, p. 1235, 1967
CH,CI < 10-6 Connes et al., Ap. J., 147, p. 1235, 1967
CH,F < 10 -e Connes et al., Ap. J., 147, p. 1235, 1967
CaH, < 10-6 Connes et al., Ap. J., 147, p. 1235, 1967
HCN < 10-e Connes e • al., Ap. J., 147, p. 1235, 1967
11,0 10-0.0 Kuiper et al., Comm. LPL No. 100
02 < 10 -5.0 Belton and Hunten, Ap. J., 153, p. 970, 1968
O, < 10_ 8 Jenkins et al., Contrib. KPNO No. 421, 1969
SO: < 10 -7,5 Cruikshank and Kuiper, Comm. LPL No. 97
COS < 10'0 Cruikshank, Comm. LPL No. 98
COS < 10-8 Based on Comm. LPL No. 100
C202 < 10-0.3 Based on Comm. LPL No. 100
H,S < 10-3.7 Cruikshank, Comm. LPL No. 98
NHa < 10-7.5 Based on Comm. LPL No. 100
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that it is doubtful whether HBO can condense any-
where. Also (cf. I.ewis, 1968), the HCl present will
shift the freezing line of H2O in Fig. 5 somewhat to
the left.
Fig. 5 shows the average top of the yellow haze
layer, estimated as follow ^. The mean CO_ rotational
temperature deduced is about 250° K (Moroz 1968,
Benedict 1968). In Fig. -7 this corresponds to a pres-
sure of about 0.14 atm. Thus, at the bottom of the
visible laver, p — 0.2-0.3 atm, consistent with the
self pres.,. re of the CO,.. Simon, Low (Gillett et al.,
1968), and Hanel et al. (1968), among others, have
noted that the CO_ bands in the 8-14 p region show
little contrast with the continuum, though they found
shallow depressions from 8-10 p and at 11 p (the
former roughly coincides with the Si0_ emission
minimum but MgO and other substances have a
similar dip). The near absence 0f COs absorptions
is consistent with (a) the "radiometric level" being
situated within the gas zone observed; and (b) the
observed gas zone being nearly isothermal. The
general radiative transfer problem for an atmosphere
containing a dense cloud of micronsize particles has
been treated by Samuelson (1967) . Particles several
microns in diameter have a strong forward scattering
for x < 1 p and allow deep penetration; whereas
they scatter nearly isotropically around 10 p and
may allow less penetration. Opik (1961) had previ-
ously commented on this difference.
Water droplets or ice crystals cannot form in the
Venus troposphere (cf. Fig. 5) and are ruled out
also by Coffeen's (1968) study. According to Sam-
uelson 's (1967) analysis, any particles some microns
in size will be capable of providing the necessary
green-house effect and maintain the near-adiabatic
temperature gradient required in a general way by
the high surface temperature of the planet, and
observed directly by the Venera 4, 5, and 6 probes.
The temperature profile for the Venus strato-
sphere has been derived theoretically by McElroy
(1968). We have transferred his computed tem-
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peraturc curve (op. cit. Fig. 1) to our Fig. 5, which	 of the planet are reviewed in the NASA Handbook
;vottld suggest that H_,,0 condensation cannot quite	 Venus (Koenig et al., 1967). The adopted mean
occur at the mesopause level either. In Sec. 4 we	 value is that derived by de Vaucouleurs (1964),
shall find the UV haze to occur at or just below the 	 12240 -!- 15 km (R = 6120 ^t 8 km). Th h value
mesopause level, which is suggestive of a condensa- 	 coincides with the level of the tropopause in our Fig.
tion product; but photochemical processes will also 	 5 and should be, within the uncertainties, equivalent
favor the upper stratosphere. 	 to the upper boundary of the dense haze layer ex-
4. Planetary Diameter and Cloud level 	
pected to form the visible limb of the planet. Sub-
Sequent photographic measures by the writer on the
The published measures of the optical diameter 	 Venus crescent near inferior conjunction have given
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R = 6100 for red and near-infrared light; and
R — 6145 km for the near UV (3600 A). This dif-
ference, of 0.7%, is regarded real and appears to
establish the reality of the separation of the UV haze
layer from the top of the dense yellow haze, inferred
from its rapid horizontal motions.
From numerous observations of the occultation
of Regulus by Venus on July 7, 1959, de Vaucou-
leurs and Menzel (1960) derived the altitude of the
layer at which atmospheric refraction causes a factor
2 loss in the star light (as measured on Earth), to
be 55 =8 km above R = 6120 km (revised value).
These results have been reanalyzed by Hunten and
McElroy (1968), using the more detailed contrast
report by de Vaucouleurs and Menzel (1961), who
find 6169 km radius for the occulting level. They
also rederive the density at the occulting level which
they find to be in good accord with the theoretical
curve derived by McElroy (1968, 1969), entered
in our Fig. 5.
5. Identification of the Venus Haze Layer
One notable property of the Venus haze layer is
its great thickness, perhaps as much as 60 km (cf.
Fig. 5 and the analysis by Samuelson, 1967). Only
the upper parts can be observed optically, charac-
terized by d = 2.5 IA, n :^t 1.5-1.6 (Ceffeen), and
the reflection curve of Fig. 2.
Because Fig. 2 appears to be very different from
the albedo curves of Mercury, the Moon, and Mars,
at least in the region 0.35-0.8 µ (Harris 1961, pp.
308-310), one is tempted to exclude silicate mate-
rials from consideration of the Venus yellow haze.
A small particle size, however, will markedly
increase the al'ucdo, and a comparison of Fig. 2 with
reflection curves of fine silicate dust is not regarded
superfluous. Adams and Filice (1967) published
such curves for obsidian, rhyolite tuff, gabbro, and
basalt for 0.4<A<2.0 IL. There is no close resem-
blance with the Venus curve of Fig. 2. We have made
supplementary checks of silicates for the interval
0.2<x<2.5 µ with the Zeiss Reflectance Spectro-
photometer of the Chemistry Department through
the courtesy of Dr. Feltham, in addition to more
promising checks of sublimates to be discussed be-
low. All spectral records were obtained by Godfrey
Sill (O. C:arm.), predoctoral student-assistant at
LPL, to whom I am most indebted, not merely for
the laboratory assistance, out for incisive discussions
on the interpretation of the spectra. The new labora-
tory records are reproduced in Fig. 6. Records A-F
show finely ground minerals and rock; records a-q,
the sublimates investigated. The curves are in refer-
ence to a (white) Li F standard. Unfortunately, this
standard must have absorbed some water, with the
result that completely anhydrous samples show slight
positive features at 1.95 }t, and indications of a
slight rise at 1.45 It and 2.61A. Also, the region 0.2-
0.3 IA may be somewhat depressed, with the result
that the ratio curves of Fig. 6 tend to show a rise in
this interval. Otherwise the reflectance curves are
reliable and consistent.
The silicates shown in Fig. 6A-F show no rela-
tionship to the Venus reflectance curve, Fig. 2,
except for the iron dip at 1.05 1A in olivine. The very
interesting question as to which surface materials
would grind up into powder form and be able to be
carried upward to the visible levels, is being pur,u-d
by Rev. Sill. He points out that quartz sainl would
not be among them! In any case, we ha~-e so far
found no indications of aeolian materi a ls in the
Venus haze layer.
We next turn to sublimate particles possibly
resulting from volcanic exhalations. The long list of
conceivable sublimates may be shortened, first, by
the observation that no sublimates will be visible
on Venus whose vapor pressures at T = 250° K are
p > 1 mm; because this would imply atmospheric
mixing ratios in excess of 10 -2, which, for chem-
ically-active gases, would have led to their discovery
(cf. Table 1). An incomplete list of substances so
excluded is found in Table 2. (In addition, there are
chemical reasons for excluding several entries in
Table 2).
Of the sublimates whose vapor pressures at
T = 250° K are below 1 mm, a substantial group
can further be excluded on spectroscopic grounds if
we are attempting to explain the characteristic ab-
sorptions of the planet shown in Fig. 2. The writer
is indebted to Rev. G. Sill for the following formula-
tion: "compounds of all non-transition metals may
be excluded by the absorptions shown in Fig. 2 (ex-
cept possibly their hydrates) because they lack tran-
sitions in the near-UV, visible or near -IR, and as
a result are completely white." This does not mean
TABLE 2
SUBLIMATES NOT PRESENT ON VENUS IN VISIBLE
YELI.c%v HAZE LAYER
C:N, HCN H,S NOCI CO2 H,Se
HI H,S, NO SilL CO NH,
HCI SO, N,O SiCI. H2O UFO
HF SOa N:04 Cl. SiF, WF,
HBr PCIa N,O, COS SiF,CI TiCh
Ni(CO)4 CSa S F,Ch SOCL
Fe(CO)s SiFCL SO-Cl-
10
a
6
4
2
0
2	 3	 4	 3
Silica (Sand)	 4
5
4
3
2
10	 15	 2.Oµ	 A	 23
0
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that these substances are entirely absent from Venus.
They could be present in amounts insufficient to
obliterate the absorptions referred to. Therefore,
we have retained in Table 3 (and in the graphs in
Fig. 6), some compounds of non-transition metals.
In addition, we have added some well-known com-
a The cosmic abundances of these metals are, in terms of
Si = 1000: 600, 27, 7, 0.2, 1.8, 2.4, 0.2, 7.8, .0003, and 0.5,
respectively.
z The cosmic abundances of the halogens are, in terms of
Si = 1000: C1 = 8.8, F = 1.6,1 = .001, Br = .013 (Suess
and Urey, 1956).
pounds of the transition metals: Fe, Ni, Mn, Cu,
Co, Ti, V, Cr, Hg, Zn 1 . Table 3 is far from complete
and is based in part on geochemical considerations.
Thus, we have included the principal halides '2 par-
ticularly metallic chlorides, because of their expected
presence in a planetary atmosphere almost devoid of
water; as well as other gases or sublimates found in
terrestrial volcanic exhalations (other than water).
The elements present in fumarole deposits of the
volcano Stromboli (Rankama and Sahama, Geo-
chemistry, 1950, p. 188) are: Fe (abundant hema-
tite, a-Fe_^Oa; magnoferrite, MgFe204; soluble com-
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TABLE 3
WORKING LIST OF SUBLIMATES POSSIBLY PRESENT IN VENUS YELLOW HALE LAYER
M.P.	
...	
_	 -.	 log D (mm)	
-.
n	 ° C	 2500K	 500°K	 7000K	 COMMENTS
* AICL, 192 - 8.3 E E AICh. 6H.0, n = 1.56; (Fig. 6, i)
AsCL 1.62 - 8.5 - 0.5 E E boiling pt. 130° C; decomp. in pres. of HA
* CaSO 4 1.57-1.6 1450 - - - SO, vapor
* CaCl2 1.52 772 -29.8 -10.6	 - 5.1 white at least up to 2.5 µ
COC12 - 735 -18. - 5.1	 - 1.4
CrC12 - 824 - - -
Cu2C12 1.93 422 -14.1 - 4.0	 - 1.2 (6,i)
FeCI: 1.57 670 -20 - 4.8	 - 1.5 (6,1); stable as gas
FeCL - 308 -11 + 0.8 E d, 315°C, to FeCI:}CL; (6,o)
M.P. on FeCL. 6H2O 37°C
FeF2 >1000 - - -
FeCO, 1.64-1.88 - - - - CO, in vapor; (6,b)
FeSO, - - - (6,$)
Hg 0.99-2.25 - 39 - 4.9 -I-	 1.6	 + 3.4
HgCI, 1.86 276 - 6.9 + 1.9	 + 3.9 (6,h)
Hg2Cl2 1.97,2.65 - - - - (6,g); sublimes at 400°C
* KCI 1.49 776 (-28) - 9.9	 - 4.5 white intolR
* KSO, 1.49 1074 -43 -16.1	 - 8.4 white into near IR; SOa vapor
* MgC12 1.59,1.67 708 -20 - 710	 - 3.2 white inlR;hexahydrate,(6,f)
* Mgm 1.56 1185 - - - SO.. vapor
MnCl2 - 650 -20 - 6.0	 - 2.3 n (tetrahydrate) = 1.55-1.57
* Na 4.22 98 -14 - 3.2	 - 0.2
NaCl 1.54 801 -29 -10.5	 - 5.1 Me)
Na-.,SO4 1.47 884 -32.8 -11.2	 - 5.0 SO, vapor
NH,CI 1.64 (335) - 7.4 + 1.3	 + 3.7 d,350°C, into NHa, HCI vapor; (6,k)
NH,CN - - -	 1.3* E E NR:, HCN vapors; d, 36° K
NH,HS 1.74 - -	 1.1* + 5.9	 + 7.3 NH,,H..S vapors
(NH,)2SO4 1.52-1.53 - - - - NH„HSO,vapors
NiC12 - 1001 -32 -10.4	 - 4.1 (6,r)
* PbC12 2.2 501 -21 - 7.3	 - 2.3 white intoIR
Ss 1.96 113 - 7.1 (0.8) (2.8) S- F-CO--3.COS;(6,a)
S,Cl2 1.67 -80 - 0.4 E E yellow liquid; d in pres. of H2O
TiCh 1.61 -30 - 0.7 E E light yellow liquid; d in pres. of H2O
ZnC12 1.68-1.71 365 -15 - 3.3 0.0 white
Asterisk in first rolu r-- compound of non-transition metal (white); in 250 0 K column, excluded from Venus atmosphere by gas spectroscopy.
.. E. pressure in e>v:ess !	 m.
pounds); S, Se, Te; Li, TI (sulfates); I; P; Zn, Sn,
Pb, Bi, Cu (soluble compounds); B (boric acid); N
(sal ammoniac); As (realgar; soluble compounds);
K, Rb, Cs (alums); Na (mirabilite, Na2[SO41-10H;,O;
glauberite, Na•_Ca[SO.,]_) ; Ca (glauberite). The gases
emitted in the Katmai are CO2, CO, CH4, H2S, N_,
HC1, and HF (Ibkl, p. 186). The Kilauea gas sam-
ples discussed by Heald, Naughton, and Barnes(1963) contained H_O, N2i 02, CO2, CO, S02, and
traces of CH.,, H2S, H2, Ar.
Venus may conceivably have substances similar
to terrestrial evaporates also (though the planet prob-
ably never had seas or lakes). Among those are
chlorides of Na, Ca, Mg; sulfates of Na, K, Ca, Mg;
carbonates, nitrates, ammonium salts, and oxides(Geochemistry, p. 220). Some of these categories,
such as the nitrates, are likely to be absent from
Venus and have been omitted from Table 3. The
physical parameters entered in Table 3, taken from
standard reference tables or computed from data
provided, are often order-of-magnitude only, suffi-
cient for general orientation.
Table 3 only lists some of the simpler com-
pounds, especially chlorides. Not included explicitly,
but important to consider throughout, are their
hydrates (some halides are extremely hygroscopic),
their ammines, and their carbonyls. The likelihood of
their presence may often be judged from the thermo-
dynamic data in International Critical Tables, Vol.
VII, based on discussions such as accompany Fig.
7, below.
Many of the compounds in Table 3 can be elimi-
nated either by gas spectroscopy, available or poten-
tial; or else by broad-band spectral observation of
the sublimate and direct comparisons with Venus
(Fig. 2). This is a large program and only prelimi-
nary results are included here.
The combined results of the spectroscopy of the
gases and the solids must finally be tested and ex-
plained in terms of volcanic exhalations, the pre-
sumed ultimate source of the planetary atmosphere.
The study of terrestrial volcanic exhalations is sug-
gestive. Heald, Naughton, and Barnes (1963, 2.
556) concluded: "Volcanic gases approach a state
of chemical equilibrium in the gas phase. Equilibrium
is usually not attained between the volcanic gas and
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may be smaller than the grains in the powdered labo-
ratory samples used for Fig. 6; so that an absorption
feature might be shallower in Fig. 2 than in Fig. 5
Also, there is some uncertainty at A < 0.31A (Sec. 2).
The drop beyond A = 2.51A is explained by the
H-O bond of the hydrate. Dr. U. Fink kindly ob-
tained the reflectivity of FeC1 2.2H•A beyond 2.5 ft,
using the Perkin-Elmer spectrometer of the Optical
Sciences Department. His data for 2.5-3.6 1z are
added in Fig. 6. Other hydrates, such as of cuprous
chloride, showed an almost identical dip centered
at about 3.05 µ- The extended Venus "absorption,"
3.2-4.0 µ, according to Fig. 2 and Fig. 2a, needs
further explanation. It could be due in part to a larger
hydrate ( 41712O or 6H •:O), or an additional sulfate,
as shown by Dr. Fink in laboratory tests; or, in part,
to small backscattering for particles of = 0.7 d. The
very deep absorption centered on 4.3 tt is due to v;,
of CO.-. Some supplementary results are contained
in Appendix 2.
In order to assess the uniqueness of the identifica-
tion of the Venus reflection curve of Fig. 2 with that
of partially-hydrated ferrous chloride, one wishes to
identify, if possible, each major absorption feature
in Fig. 2 with a specific molecular transition. The
writer is indebted to Dr. Feltham for a discussion on
this subject (cf. Ballhausen 1962, p. 252; Miller and
l6
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surrounding rocks. , ." This work followed an earlier
study by Ellis ( 1957) "indicating that volcanic gases
may be regarded as an equilibrium system." On the
other hand, the comparatively high surface tem-
perature of Venus and the long interaction time
available may shift the balance on that planet in
favor of gas reactions with the surface rocks, an
assumption underlying the analysis by Lewis ( 1968) .
The spectral reflectance curves for the selected
sublimates, recorded by Rev. G. Sill, are reproduced
in Figs. 6a-q. Three source-detector combinations
were used at different wavelengths, which explains
the breaks in the curves (it is seen that the internal
agreement is generally excellent).
Fig. 6 shows vast differences among the sub-
stances selected for measurement. The carbonates
and sulfur do not match Venus at all, nor do any of
the anhydrous chlorides: NaCl, MgC1 2, NH4C1,
FeC12, FeCl3, NiC4_,. Of the hydrated chlorides
neither ferrous-chloride tetrahydrate (FeCI_AH2O)
nor FeC1;,.6H_O matches the planet, but ferrous
chloride dihydrate (FeCI_.2H_O) shows a remark-
able resemblance: in the UV, with the shoulder at
4500 A, with the maximum around 7000 A, the dip
near 1.0 1z, and the general shape at longer wave-
lengths. In making comparisons with Fig. 2, it should
be borne in mind that the Venus haze particles
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r
Wilkins 1952). Comparison of the laboratory curves
of Fe C12 (anh.), Fe Cl.-..2H.-,O, and Fe C1,.4H•_O
shows that the minimum at 0.24 µ is due to the
presence of H_O; it involves a charge transfer be-
tween Fe and H,,O. This minimum is present in
Venus. At 0.29-0.30 µ an absorption exists, well
shown in Figs. 6m and 6q and less well in 6n and 61„
and present in Fig. 2 ( Venus) at about 0.29 µ, which
is explained as due to a charge transfer between Fe
and Cl. The next absorption in Fe CI_ (anh.) is at
0.35 µ, also well shown in Fe C1_.4H•_O and shown
as a shoulder in Fe 021H_O. It is similarly shown as
a shoulder in Venus. It is due to a d to d transition
of Fe2+ . The same is true for the more prominent
shoulder at 0.46-.50 µ, so well shown in Venus and
in both the anhydrous and partially hydrated Fe C12.
A third d to d transition of Fe 21 is shown at about
1.0 µ. It is possible that in the hydrous minerals this
minimum is somewhat deepened by an O-H absorp-
tion of the hydrate. The very prominent absorption
in Venus between 2.5 and 3.4 µ is due to the hydrate
(0-H bond), as remarked before. The moderately-
strong and rather-narrow hydrate absorption at 2.014
cannot be readily observed in Venus because of the
overlying very strong CO2 absorptions:
It appears then, that the identification of partially
hydrated FeC12 is definite, and that the state of
hydration is close to or slightly below the dihydrate.
The next question must be whether the observed
H2O content of the Venus atmosphere is compatible
with Fe C1 2 .2H2O in the observed layer at about
700 600	 500	 400	 350
+2
+I
220°-250° K. In Fig. 5 the total pressure at the 250°
K level is log p (atm.) - -0 .8 :- 0.3. The water-
vapor pressure is therefore about log p (atm.)
_ -6.8 i- 0.5. The dissociation pressure in the
reaction FeCI_.2H 2 O0) = FeCI_.H_O(s) +
H 2 0(g) is found by extrapolation to be log p (atm.)
_ -5.3 at 250° K or -6.7 at 220° K ( International
Critical Tables, Vol. VII, p. 277) (cf. Fig. 7). We
conclude that the existing water-vapor pressure on
Venur is roughly in the amount expected from the
presence of the dihydrate of Fe Cl.,. For the mono-
h}idrate, the dissociation pressure, according to a
single measurement at T = 428° K, is some IOx
lower (op. cit. and Fig. 7); for the tetrahydrate
measures appear lacking but the H .-,O pressure would
presumably be much higher. The study of the disso-
ciation vapor pressures is being pursued by Dr. U.
Fink.
An intriguing problem is the nature of the haze
layer below the visible parts. In Fig. 7 two graphs
give the p.T relationships for two constant mixing
ratios of H2O /CU_, 10 -3 and 10 -6. It follows that
either the mixing ratio must increase with depth, to
about 10-11 at the level where Venera 5 made its
H2O measurement, if Fe CI_.2H2O is to persist to
that level; or else the anhydrous form, Fe Cl_ (anh.)
is to take over beneath the 250° K level. In the sec-
ond case, the Venera 4-6 H.:O measures would
have to be in error. If they are correct, the true
H2O mixing ratio would at the 0.6 atm. level prob-
ably be around 10 -2 (cf. Fig. 7), with the remainder
300	 250	 220	 200°K
+I
0	 0
No
a	 ^Fp	 /r $0+^^^
-5_^^^
	 ?O/Dl
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Fig.7 Dissociation pressures for hydrated ferrous chloride in p, T diagram, also showing two
H2O mixing ratios for Venus atmosphere.
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of the P20,, reaction to be explained by water drawn
from Fe CI_.2H_.O (I am indebted to Rev. G. Sill
for pointing out this interesting possibility, the H• O
bond with P20., being much the stronger). In this
case the mixing ratio H20/CO2would reach 10-2
at the planetary surface, where the anhydrous form
or the monohydrate would dominate. However, such
a high mixing ratio of H ,-,O is entirely excluded by
the microwave intensity of the planet at 1.35 em,
which has given no indication of the presence of
water-vapor absorption. This places an upper limit
to its abundance of 1 to 3 mm precip. H2O for the
vertical column or a mixing ratio 1 to 3 x 10 -6
 for
the entire atmosphere, the same as the spectroscopic
amount actually found. It is concluded that the high
H2O contents quoted can not be correct. In the
deeper layers FeC1_ must be anhydrous. (After the
abo%a was written it was learned that Veneta 5-6
obtained a second H20 mixing ratio at greater depth,
very much lower; indicating that degassing of the
spacecraft may have been a factor.)
For the visible layers Moroz (1965) has esti-
mated from the scattering properties of the atmo-
sphere a particle density of 100/cm 3 and a particle
radius of 1 µ, not substantially different from Cof-
feen's diameter of 2.5 p derived from polarization
measures. If these figures be adopted* and the bulk
density of the particles be assumed 1.0, the space
density of the solid is found 10 -6. The ferrous chlo-
ride particles could be produced from FeCI„ exhala-
tions (because of its much higher vapor pressure),
as suggested by Rev. Sill, as follows:
2 FeCl3 + CO + H2O = 2 FeC12 + 2HCl + CO2,
with FeC13 decomposed above 315°C or 588° K
(cf. Table 3). The resulting numbers cf FeC12
and HCI molecules would be equal. Curiously, this
equality is found to exist with the Moroz estimate
of the particle frequency and the Connes et al. abun-
dance of HCI: with p = 10 -6.6 atm., T = 250° K,
m = 44, the CO2 gas density is 10 -3.6, and the HCI
density 10 -6.3 . Allowing for the molecular weight
ratio (FeCl2 .2H2O)/HCI = 163/36.5 = 4.5, the
computed volume density of the solid particles would
indeed be 10- 6. It remains to be shown whether this
equality is in fact due to the suggested process and
thereby explains the amount of HCl in the Venus
atmosphere in terms of the existing cloud particles.
In any case, the near-equality of the mole fractions
*With opaque particles d = 2,11, it takes 108/a particles/
cm2 column to make r = 1. For a constant mixing ratio,
particles/gas, the scale height is 6.10 6 cm, and the space
density at 7 = I about 50/cc.
of FeCI_, H 20, and HCI, is noteworthy, and, as re-
marked by Rev. Sill, they are also close to the satu-
ration fraction of FeC1 2 at T = 700° K (Table 3).
For compounds whose dissociation pressures
have been measured, predictions are possible regard-
ing the state of hydration, which saves laboratory
examination of substances that cannot occur. As an
example, the hexa-, tetra- and dihydrates of NiCI•:,
will not be present with the known atmospheric
H_O(g) concentration, but the anhydrous form can
exist (Fig. 6r); by Fig. 2 its abundance is clearly
much less than that of FeCl 2.2H;.0, as expected from
the abundance ratio Fe/Ni = 22 and the ratio of the
vapor pressures at the surface (f-- 400; cf. Table 3).
Similarly, FeSO4 can occur in the Venus atmosphere
only in the anhydrous form. Its reflectance curve
(Fig. 6s) has some distinct similarities with that of
Venus and its reflectance beyond 2.5 1A is interesting
(see Appendix 2).
The reflection spectrum of (NH 4 ) _SO4 , an entry
in Table 3 and a minor constituent of the terrestrial
stratosphere, was investigated by Rev. G. Sill for the
interval 0.2-2.5 1A; and by Mr. S. Burk for 2.5-7 p.
For both spectral intervals the reflectance curve is
almost undistinguishable from that of NH,CI (Figs.
6,k and 8b) . The only difference is the absence of the
minor absorption at 5.4 µof NH4CI. The conclusion
is that (NH,)_SO, is excluded as the chief com-
ponent of the visible Venus haze layer.
Reference is made to the most interesting obser-
vations of "Volcanic Smoke Clouds" by McClain
et al. (7. Geophys. Res. 73, 5235-46, 1968), in
which, by X-ray spectroscopy, the elemental com-
position is determined of the micron-sized particles
of the smoke column, collected from aircraft. No
close correspondence to the composition of the
Venus haze particles exists, apparently because of
the high ratio of H-_,0/CI in the volcanic gases; but
the atmospheric injection mechanism is of interest
here.
6. Interpretation of the UV Cloud Layer
The phase curve of FeC1 2 in Fig. 5 suggests that
FeCI_(s) exists in the upper troposphere only as a
result of tropospheric convection. The mole ratio
FeC12/C0: is about 10-6 throughout, with the vapor
dominant near the surface and the solid higher up.
At 250° K the vapor pressure is only 10 -23 atm.
(Table 3) so that in a tranquil stratified atmosphere
at that temperature no applicable amount of the
sublimate would exist. At the tropopause the ver-
tical transport ceases and FeCI_(s) is not expected
ri r
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in the stratosphere. (The problem of the atmo-
spheric FeCI, distribution is probably more complex,
owing to the presence of other gases. A detailed
investigation, involving reaction rates vs. transport
rates, is needed; but the simple picture used appears
to account approximately for the observable layers.)
The UV clouds behave as a condensation prod-
uct (Sec. I ). In Fig. 5 we have drawn heuristically
a line separating the gas and the solid phases of a
hypothetical substance that would condense around
the 6145 km level (Sec. 4), but not in the tropo-
sphere. One might identify this substance with
NH4C1 on the following grounds: (a) NH;,(g) +
HCl(g) in low concentrations produce a blue haze
of NH4C1(s), evidently composed of crystals —0.1 µ
in diameter, much like the Venus UV clouds; (b)
the phase boundary in Fig. 5 will actually represent
NH4Cl (cf. Table 3) if its mote fraction is 10- 10 'Lin
reality NH4Cl(g) occurs as NH,(g) and HCI(g);
the required mole fraction is to be interpreted as the
geometric mean of the mole fractions of NH,(g) and
HCl (g)1. Since the mole fraction of HCI(g) is 10'0•2,
the NH,(g) mole fraction would, in the observable
zone, need to be 10-11, too small to be discovered
spectroscopically (Table 1) but not unreasonable
in view of the large equilibrium mole fraction of NH.,,
at the planetary surface (Lewis, 1968, p. 445). One
may alternatively examine whether (NH4),5O4
might explain the UV haze on Venus, especially
since it occurs as an aerosol in the terrestrial strato-
sphere. An estimate may be made of its abundance
in terms of NH4C1 since both compounds require
the presence of NH, for their production and one
requires SO• (whose upper limit is found in Table
1), and the other HCl, of known abundance. I am
indebted to Rev. G. Sill for a discussion on this
question; using the upper limit of the SO, abundance
(Table 1) he has computed the abundance ratio to
be at least ten ciders of magnitude in favor of the
chloride.
It would appear that considerable additional in-
formation would be derivable from spectral polari-
metry of the thin crescent or complete ring observed
near the planet's inferior conjunction, from a high-
altitude station or preferably from outside our atmo-
sphere. Reference is made to a study of "The Twi-
light Atmosphere of Venus," by G. F. Schilling and
R. C. Moore (1967).
Additional laboratory work will be required to
(a) extend the studies of Table 3 and Figs. 2 and 6,
and possibly note additional constituents; (b) exam-
ine the shapes and dimensions of the sublimate parti-
cles and their effects on the polarization curves for
different wavelengths; and on the absolute ordinates
of Fig. 2 as well as the photometric phase curves; (c)
to extend the study to greater depths in the Venus
atmosphere with reference to the spectrum and phase
effects from 10 11 < A< 1 cr..; (d) initiate laboratory
simulation studies suggested by the Venus atmo-
sphere. Rev. Sill is currently organizing program
(d) as part of his doctoral requirements; (e) refine
Fig. 2, 1-4 µ based on new precise observations,
with A A / A = 0.0 1, a program now underway at
LPL; and attempt to obtain the planetary emission
spectrum 10 p-1000 µ from high altitudes or, bet-
ter, from outside the atmosphere. The Venus CO,
band at 15 µ, whose intensity will be produced near
p = 10-0 atm., will reflect the temperature mini-
mum at the mesopause (cf. Fig. 5). Other bands
will define temperatures at deeper layers, and gaps
between them will show the surface, allowing an
estimate to be made of the upper limit to the particle
sizes at greater depths. Some information may thus
be gained also on the emissivities of the Venus sur-
face layers (which may be much below unity), and,
if so, on their composition, depending on depth.
Specifically, it may be possible to determine whether
a deposit of ,sublimates covers the silicate crust.
Laboratory work on both the atmospheric gases and
prospective surface materials at prevailing tempera-
tures, pressures, and abundances, will be needed for
the interpretation of the far-IR spectrum.
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APPENDIX I
ATMOSPHERIC DISCOLORATION
OF CLOUDS
Since the other planets are observed from out-
side their atmospheres, it is of interest to examine
t
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under what conditions observed clouds are discol-
ored. Specifically, are the yellow Venus clouds in
reality white and their coloration merely caused by
the overlying gases? This question is examined theo-
retically and empirically.
The theoretical argument is as follows: The over-
lying Venus atmosphere has a mass of 0.1-0.2 ter-
restrial atm. and at A = 5500 A, the optical depth r
due to Rayleigh scattering in a CO_ atmosphere is
therefore about 0 .05. The visual A of the planet is
0.7. For the subsolar point on the planet the fraction
of the solar flux reaching the clouds is (1—z); of the
light scattered by the atmosphere, z/_ is cast upward
and added to the observed albedo; r/_ downward and
added to the solar flux reaching the clouds. Together
the clouds reflect therefore A (1 — 2 / of which
(1 — 
2
12 A emerges upward fr\\om the /atmosphere
(including the cloud radiation scattered upward by
the atmosphere). The amount 2 (1 — T A is
scattered back down and illuminates the clouds. Of
this contribution (1 — 2) 2 (1 — 2 )A 2 goes
back out. Neglectin
\\
g higher-order terms we find for
the total emergent flux
neglecting	
A+ r(1-j)2A
or,	
`
`ing terms in 72,
A+— (1—Al2 .
For r = 0 the emergent flux 
/
is A; for small P and
A = 0.7, the flux is A + 0.05 z; for A = 1, the flux
is 1 for any small value of T. Since z A-4, the over-
lying atmosphere makes the planet Venus slightly
bluer, not yellower, than the Venus cloud layer
observed by itself.
The theoretical conclusions are confirmed by
high-altitude observations of terrestrial clouds, as
may be made by any traveler using modern high-alti-
tude jets. Cumulus clouds over industrial areas show
little color distortion for the cloud tops, but the cloud
base is often embedded in industrial smog, causing
them to have a deep yellow color. By contrast, in
high-altitude view of similar cloud formations over
the Pacific, where no such air pollution is present,
the cloud structures appear white throughout. It is
noted that the air mass between the observer and the
cloud tops is normally well in excess of the amount
present above the yellow haze layer of Venus, rc-
enforcing the conclusion of the preceding paragraph,
that discoloration is not due to Rayleigh scattering,
but to true absorption.
APPENDIX 2
REFLECTANCES BEYOND 2.5 1A
Through the cooperation of Dr. U. Fink and
Mr. S. Burk, I am able to reproduce in Fig. 8 reflec-
tion spectra of some compounds whose reflectance
beyond 2.5 1A are of special interest in connection
with the interpretation of the Venus curve in Fig. 2.
Fig. 8a, MgCI_.6H_O is an example of a large
hydrate whose OH absorptions are already very
prominent at 1.95, 1.45, 1.2, and 1.01A.The A > 3.0
µ absorption is seen to be enormous.
Fig. 8b, NH 4CI(s), identified to exist in Venus
stratosphere, is not expected in the troposphere (Fig.
5), but its behavior is obviously important. The
curve shortward of 2.5 µ does not fit the Venus
curve but the absorption at 3.5 µ partly resembles
the depression in Fig. 2. However, many other sub-
stances absorb from 3-4 µ. A positive spectral iden-
tification of NH4CI in the 0.2-0.4,u region of Venus
appears feasible, and will be attempted with ultra-
1.0
6	 MgC12 • 6 H2O
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25 3
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Fig.8 Reflectance curves, 2.5-7 µ, for four substances
(cf. Appendix 2).
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F
fine NH,CI crystals. This should also allow an esti-
mate to be made of the ratio between the NH ICI
and FeC1,.2H_O contributions in the UV, probably
variable, with NH,CI dominating at the crescent
phase.
Fig. 8c, FCSO 1 , as indicated in the text, should
be studied in the anhydrous form; but our best
result so far is that of the monohydrate, produced
from the hcptahydrate, as indicated in Fig. 6s. Its
reflectance beyond 2.5 µ is interesting and work on
otber sulfates is indicated to determine whether the
haze contains such contributions.
Fig. 8d, FeCI_ has been discussed in connection
with Fig. 6q.
Dr. Fink intends to publish a more complete set
of records for x > 2.5 µ shortly.
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No. 102 VENUS PHOTOGRAPHS
PART I:
PHOTOGRAPHS OF VENUS TAKEN WITH THE 82-INCH TELESCOPE
AT McDONALD OBSERVATORY, 1950-56
by G. P. KUIPER, J. W. FOUNTAIN, AND S. M. LARSON
September 27, 1968
ABSTRACT
In this Communication are collected three series of Venus photographs, taken in our continuing planetary program: one
at the McDonald Observatory 82-i, •h telescope (discussed in Part I); one with the Steward Observatory 36-inch telescope
(Pare II); and one with the 61-inch NASA telescope at the Catalina Observatory (Part III). North is up in all reproductions.
Most photographs reproduced here were taken in the UV, but some at longer wavelengths, 5500 and 8700 A. Parts I and II
state some conclusions on the wavelength dependence of the visibilty of the cloud markings: indistinct markings are at times
visible in both the yellow and the near IR but they are of much lower contrast than those observed in the UV. The UV cloud
pattern varies not only from day to day, at times in a cycle of 4-5 days as has been noted before; but also over a period of a
decade or two as is seen by comparison of Parts I and III.
A
ter Dr. Kuiper's return from Europe late 1945,
where he had the opportunity of frequently vis-
iting with Dr. B. Lyot in Paris, he started a program
of planetary photography with the 824nch telescope
in early 1946. This program was continued inter-
mittently until 1956, at which time some 478 plates
had been taken, each carrying about eight expo-
sures. In 1966 this material was made available to
the Planetary Data Center at Lowell Observatory
for copying. It was nevertheless deemed Of interest,
in the context with our other studies of the planet
Venus, to make composite enlargements of the bet-
ter originals and publish the results here. Most of the
Venus photographs were made on Eastman IV-O
without filter, but occasionally a UV filter centered
at 3600 A was used. Also, some exposures were
made on Eastman IV-G (visual) and IV-N, the
latter with a Corning 2550 filter which made the
effective wavelength around 8700 A.
All exposures were taken with a planetary en-
larging camera at the Cassegrain focus using an
equivalent focal length of about 300 ft (90 m.).
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF VENUS
TABLE I
OBSERVATIONAL DATA ON MCDONALD OBSERVATORY VENUS REPRODUCTIONS
No. MCD. DATE UT EMuI,
CORNING
FILTER
No. OF
IMAGES k
1 200 1950 Feb 17 16:11 IV-N 2550 5 0.103
2 201 Feb 17 16:37 IV-N 2550 2 0.103
3 202 Feb 17 17:00 IV-N 2550 5 0.103
4 299 1950 Apr 8 13:33 IV-0 none 1 0.479
5 301 Apr 8 13:56 IV-0 none 1 0.479
6 302 Apr 8 14:111 IV-0 none 1 0.479
7 304 Apr 8 14:43 IV-0 none 4 0.479
8 305 Apr 8 14:53 SB Pan ]5300 A 4 0.479
9 306 Apr 8 15:10 SB Pan ]5300 A 1 0.479
10 34' 1954 Jun 15 22:40 IV-0 none 3 0.813
11 34.. 15 22:59 IV-0 none 4 0.813
12 343 Jun 15 23:19 IV-0 none 2 0.813
13 344 Jun 15 23:39 IV-0 none 1 0.813
14 345 Jun 15 23:55 IV-0 none 1 0.813
15 346 Jun 16 00:02 IV-0 none 2 0.813
16 347 iun 16 00:08 IV-0 none 2 0.813
17 348 Jun 16 00:13 IV-O none 3 0.813
18 350 Jun 16 00:20 IV-0 none 4 0.813
19 354 Jun 16 01:40 IV-O none 3 0.813
20 356 Jun 16 01:50 IV-0 none 1 0.813
21 357 Jun 16 01:55 IV-0 none 4 0.813
22 359 Jan 25 22:50 IV-0 none 2 0.780
23 360 Jun 25 22:57 IV-0 none 2 0.780
24 361 Jun 25 23:04 IV-0 none 4 0.780
25 362 Jun 25 23:09 IV-O none 3 0.780
26 363 Jun 25 23:45 IV-0 5860,5970 2 0.780
27 364 Jun 26 00:08 IV-0 5970 3 0.777
28 369 Jun 26 22:26 IV-0 none 2 0.777
29 382 Jul 13 21:59 IV-0 none 3 0.701
30 383 Jul 18 22:05 IV-O none 3 0.70'.
31 387 Jul 18 23:59 IV-0 none 3 0.701
32 389 Jul 19 00:30 IV-0 none 4 0.699
33 391 Jul 19 00:44 IV-0 noP.e 4 0.699
34 392 Jul 19 00:49 IV-O none 3 0.699
35 393 Jul 19 00:54 IV-0 none 3 0.699
36 394 Jul 19 00:57 IV-0 none 3 0.699
37 395 Jul 19 01:08 IV-O none 3 0.699
38 397 Jul 19 01:14 IV-0 none 3 0.699
39 398 Jul 19 01:19 IV-0 none 4 0.699
40 399 Jul 19 01:22 IV-O none 4 0.699
41 400 Jul 19 01:25 IV-0 none 3 0.699
42 401 Jul 19 01:29 JV-O none 3 0.699
43 402 1954 Jul 20 01:23 IV-0 none 4 0.697
44 403 Jul 20 01:26 IV-O none 3 0.697
45 406 Jul 20 01:39 IV-O none L 0.697
46 419 1956 Mar 15 22:10 TV-0 none 4 0.643
47 421 Mar 17 21:33 IV-0 none 2 0.635
48 422 Mar 17 21:58 IV-0 none 3 0.635
49 424 Mar 17 22:211 IV-0 none 3 0.635
50 425,426,427 Mar 17 22:52 IV-O none 8 0.635
51 428 1956 Mar 17 23:05 IV-0 none 4 0.635
52 433 Sep 9 12:53 IV-0 none 4 0.548
53 437,438 Sep 9 13:11 IV-0 none 8 0.548
54 441 Sep 9 13:22 IV-0 none 4 0.548
55 442 Sep 9 13:24 TV-0 none 3 0.548
56 443,444 Sep 9 13:30 IV-G none 7 0.548
57 447 Sep 10 11:46 IV-G none 3 0.552
58 450 Sep 10 12:00 IV-C none 4 0.552
59 451 Sep 10 12:04 IV-G none 3 0.552
60 454 1956 Sep 16 11:50 IV-G none 4 0.582
61 456,457 Sep 16 il:58 IV-G none 8 0.582
62 458,459 Sep 15 12:03 IV-0 none 8 0.582
63 460,461 Sep 16 12:08 IV-G none 8 0.582
64 462 Sep 16 12:13 IV-G none 4 0.582
65 463 Sep 16 12:16 1V-G none 4 0.582
66 464 Sep 16 12:15 IV-G none 4 0.582
67 465 Sep 16 12:20 IV-G none 4 0.582
68 467 Sep 16 12:46 IV-G none 3 0.582
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The frames to be reproduced were selected by Dr.
Kuiper; the copying and printing were done by
Messrs. J. Fountain and S. Larson, with the assist-
ance of Miss D. Miller, using the same methods used
in Part I I I of this Communication.
The observational data are found in Table 1, giv-
ing for each print the identification number shown
here on the reproduction, the original McDonald
Observatory plate number, the date and time (UT),
the emulsion and filter used, the number of images
used in the composite, the fraction k of the disk ilhu-
minated, and the semi-diameter of the planet, taken
from the Nautical Almanac.
The faint "notches" noted on the infrared ex-
posures of the crescents (1, 2, and 3) are regarded
real, as are the delicate detail shown on some of the
IV-0 exposures (56-68) and the two panchromatic
frames, 8 and 9. It is seen that t}te 1950 UV expo-
sures (4-7) tend to show a bc!t-like structure of the
Venus haze layer, with No. 7 showing a distinct
north-polar enhancement. The 1956 violet expo-
sures show only the most delicate structure, not ap-
preciably stronger than that shown in the yellow on
1V-G. In addition to some runs of about one hour,
two longer runs are included: one (frames 10-21)
of 31, 15 m taken on June 15-16, 1954; and one
(frames 29-42) of 3h 30m taken on July 18-19,
1954. Some retrograde motion in the clouds is noted
between frames 10-12 compared to frames 19-21.
Frames 16-18 are affected by inferior seeing. Like-
wise, a retrograde cloud motion is indicated between
frames 30-33 compared to 40-42. If in each case
the displacement is estimated to be roughly 10°, a
.,lotion corresponding to a rotational period of 4-5
days is indicated. Clearly, this subject must be pur-
sued with a greatly intensified effort under the best
possible seeing conditions.
Photographic copies of the Venus records repro-
duced in this Communication can be supplied by
,his Laboratory for research purposes.
Acknowledgments. The program on planetary
photography at this Laboratory is supported by
NASA Grant NsG 161-61. We are indebted to
Miss D. Miiier for her able assistance in making
the composites; to Mrs. A. Agnieray for the com-
position of the plates and the retouching of minor
defects; and to the Director of the McDonald Ob-
servatory for the continued loan of the originals.
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MULTICOLOR PHOTOGRAPHY OF VENUS, 1962
by WILLIAM K. HARTMANN
March 30, 1968
G
ehrels and Samuelson (1961) suggested that
the polarization of Venus at 3140 A shows
anomalous variations. In 1962, Gehrels encouraged
the writer to make a series of photographs with his
liquid filter at this wavelength and filters at other
wavelengths, to search for possible anomalous mark-
ings that might be associated with the observed
anomalous polarization. A number of liquid filters,
constructed by S. F. Pellicori and having bandwidths
of about 360 A, were used. The photography was
carried out with the 36-inch reflector of Steward
Observatory, at that time located on the University
of Arizona campus.
Photographs were obtained on 31 dates during
the 1962 apparition. Three examples are shown in
Figure 1. It was found that the markings become
prominent within a rather short wavelength interval
near 3700 A. Within the contrast limitations im-
posed by the (Panatomic X) film, there was no
evidence of a continued inverse fourth-power in-
crease in visibility of the markings toward shorter
wavelengths, indicating that differential Rayleigh
scattering is not dominant in producing the mark-
ings. This is consistent with the failure of Rayleigh
scattering to satisfy the Venus scattering function
(Kuiper 1957). Because of the poorer seeing at
shorter wavelengths, 3500-3700 A appears opti-
mum for photography of the ultraviolet markings.
PMrr()(;RNP11S rr ► VFN,US	 -(iZ
Fig. I Four-color pho + o graph) of Venus on three dates. Passhand wa y lengths are given at the top. Each photograph is a
composite of two or thr "C images. No evidence was found for variation of structure markings with wavelength.
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No anomalous markings were found with the
3140 A filter, indicating that the variability in ultra-
violet polarization (recently confirmed and studied
in detail by Ceffeen, to be published) is not accom-
panied by any charges in the apparent structure of
the cloud markings observed at that wavelength.
The photographs of the 1962 program, being
part of an international patrol effort, were for-
warded to A. Dollfus and a number of them have
been analyzed by him and published (Dollfus, 1964,
1965; Focas, 1967).
Acknowledgments. Thanks are due to S. F. Pelli-
cori who constructed the filters, and to D. P. Cruik-
shank and T. Owen who assisted in the observing.
Part of this program was supported by NASA tempt
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PART III:
UV PHOTOGRAPHS OF VENUS TAKEN WITH THE
61-INCH NASA TELESCOPE, 1967
by J. FOUNTAIN AND S. LARSON
July 13, 1968
U
ltraviolet photograph y of the planet Venus with
the 61-inch NASA telescope at the Catalina
Observatory was begun in January 1967 as part of
the general Observatory program of direct photog-
raphy of moon and planets. Several systematic efforts
to photograph this planet in the UV have been made
in the past 40 years, following the independent dis-
coveries by Wright (1927) and Roes ( 1928) of cloud
markings in the UV and the publication of an exten-
sive, excellent series of UV photographs by Ross
(1928). The present series is part of this continuing
effort.
Most of the photographs presented here were
taken at the F/45 Cassegrain focus of the 61-inch
telescope (plate scale Y/mm), diaphragmed to 50
inches. Light baffles were used near the focus to re-
duce stray light. Kodak spectroscopic 103-0 and
I11-0 emulsions were used most often with either a
1-mm Schott UG-11 or a 2-mm Schott UG-5 filter.
The transmissions of these filters are shown in Fig-
ure 1. At times when the F/45 secondary was not
accessible, the F/13.5 secondary was used with the
Barlow lens to enlarge the image by a factor of about
3. This lens absorbs the shorter ultraviolet light and
thus increases the effective wavelength. The films
were processed to gammas of 1.0 to 3.0. Exposure
times ranged from 1/4 to 1 /30 second.
The contrast of the Venus clouds is low and be-
cause the photography is usually done in daylight,
the contrast in the image will be even lower. For
this reason, the contrast of the images has been in-
creased in the reproductions and composites have
been made to reduce the effects of plate grain and
to increase the reliability of the cloud detail shown.
Composites were made from every roll of Venus
photographs taken during 1967 containing images
of reasonably good resolution. This was done in the
customary way by copying several images, taken
within a short interval, with careful registration. The
improvement of the composites arises from the aver-
aging of densites in the grain distribution and, there-
fore, increases with the square root of the number of P
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TABLE I
OBSERVATIONAL DATA ON CATALINA OBSERVATORY VENUS REPRODUCTIONS
1967 MID. Ex p . UG No, or
No DATE UT FILM FILTER IMAGES k
I Jan 21 23:51.5 103-0 11 3 96
2 Feb 18 00:55.9 103-0 11 4 .92
3 Feb 18 22:12.6 103.0 5 2 .92
4 Mar 14 21:47.8 103.0 5 5 .87
5 Mar 0 00: Id 3 111-0 1 I, 5 24 .87
6 Mar 15 00:37.6 103-0 5,11 II .87
7 Mar 15 00:38.2 103-0 501) 3 .81
8 Mar 16 23:47.3 111-0 5 4 .86
9 Mar 17 20:33.2 III-0 5 6 .85
10 Mar 17 20:47.3 103.0 5 7 .85
11 Mar 22 22:06.0 103-0 5 (11, No lilt.) 12 .85
12 Mar 23 22:15.1 111-0 No felt. ( 11) 3 .85
13 Mar 24 00:04.1 111-0 11 (No flit.) 6 .84
14 Apr 25 23:40.6 103-0 5 25 .74
15 Apr 25 22:00.1 103.0 5 8 .74
16 Apr 26 00:09.6 103-0 5 11 .74
17 Apr 26 01:55.8 103.0 5 19 .74
18 Apr 26 02:11.0 III-0 5 1 .74
19 Apr 26 02:112 111-0 5 5 .74
20 Apr 26 02:10.1 111.0 5,	 11 11 .74
21 Apr 26 23:46.0 " 111.0 5 6 .74
22 Apr 27 00:14.7 111-0 1 1, 5 12 .74
23 Apr 27 01:14.6 111-0 11,5 4. .74
24 Apr 2 7 01:14.8 111-0 11,5 12 .74
25 Apr 27 02:05.6 III-0 11,5 13 .74
26 May 2 23:21.8 I11-0 1 I, 5 11 .72
27 May 3 01:15.7 III-0 1 I, 5 10 .72
28 May 3 02:41.5 111-0 1 I, 5 14 .72
29 May 4 01:05.3 III-0 11,5 13 .71
30 May 4 01:44.0 III-0 1 t, 5 IS JI
31 May 4 02:00.8 111-0 11,5 16 .71
32 May 4 72:33.4 III-0 5 8 .71
33 May 5 00:52.6 III-0 5, 11 15 .71
34 May 5 01:42.3 111-0 5,11 20 .71
35 May 9 23:02.1 III-0 5, 1 I 8 .69
36 May 10 00:04.8 111-0 5.11 14 .69
37 May 11 00:49.7 111-0 5,11 8 .68
38 May 11 01:52.6 111-0 11 5 .68
39 May 14 23:56.4 111-0 5,	 11 14 .67
40 May 15 00:42.5 III-0 5 (11) 8 .67
41 May 15 23:01.7 III-0 5 (11) 10 .67
42 May 22 00:06.6 III-0 5 7 .64
43 May 22 00:14.5 111-0 11 II .65
44 May 22 01:25.8 111-0 5,11 17 .65
45 May 22 02:10.3 111-0 5.11 13 .65
46 Jun 13 02:?5.4 111-0 5 5 .54
47 Jun 21 02:07.0 103-0 11 10 .49
48 Jul 5 01708.9 103-0 11 12 .40
49 Jul 11 01,44.7 103-0 11 9 .37
50 Jul 26 00.51.6 FGP' 5 1 .23
51 Oct 9 12:57.6 111-0 11 6 .28
52 Oct 10 13:29.7 111-0 11 20 .29
53 Oct 10 13:08.9 111-0 11 8 .29
54 Oct 11 12:54.6 111-0 11 10 .32
55 Oct 13 11:52.5 111-0 II 11 .35
56 Nov 8 13:34.3 11I-0 11 2 .50
57 Nov 8 13:34.1 III-0 11 10 .50
58 Nov 9 13:25.2 111-0 5 12 .50
59 Nov 9 13:25.3 III-0 5 5 .50
60 Nov 10 13:41.1 III-0 5,11 14 .51
61 Nov 10 17:11.6 III-0 Il 10 .51
62 Nov 11 13:12.1 )ILO 5,11 6 .51
63 Nov 11 13:21.8 III-0 5, 11 9 .51
*Eastman Fine Grain Positive
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Fig. I
originals used. This allows recognition of low-con-
trast clouds difficult to detect on the originals. How-
ever, the use of many images may slightly degrade
the angular resolution.
Upon completion of the composite positive
copies, over 60 in number, undodged negatives were
made. In copying these in turn on paper, the in-
tensity gradients toward the terminator were reduced
through manual dodging. Therefore, on the positive
prints, photometric comparisons of features, normal
to the terminator, cannot be made directly. Dust-
specks and minor filter marks have been retouched
in the prints. Finally, each print was crit ;cally com-
pared with the corresponding positive film composite
to ensure that all detail was accurately represented.
The prints are reproduced at a scale of about 2.5 mm
per arc second.
Table 1 lists for each print the identification
number, the date and time ( U .T.), the number of
images combined in the composite, and the fraction
k of the disk illuminated. The following special cases
are noted. Frame 7 contains the hest 3 images used
in the composite No. 6. Similarly, 18 and 19 contain
the best 1 and 5 of 20; 23 contains the best 4 of 24;
56 contains the best 3 of 57; 59 contains the best
5 of 58. No. 15 precedes in time No. 14 and No.
53 precedes No. 52, as given in the Table.
The present Venus observations were made as
part of the planetary program with the NASA 61-
inch telescope, conducted by the authors jointly; the
reproductions were prepared for publication, with
the assistance of Miss D. Miller, by one of us Q. F.).
Acknowledgments. Thanks are due to Dr. G. P.
Kuiper for his help and encouragement in the plane-
tary observing program; and to him and Dr. W. K.
Hartmann for discussions on observing techniques
and on the atmosphere of Venus. We are indebted
to Messrs. D. McLean, D. Webb, and L. Smith for
their share in obtaining . the original photographs;
and to Miss Dorothy Miller for her painstaking work
of compositing. The planetary photography program
is supported by NASA	 .
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No. 103 THE INFRARED SPECTRUM OF JUPITER, 0.95-1.80 MICRONS,
1. Introduction
O
n January 5, 1967, we obtained infrared spectra
of Jupiter in the range 0.95-1 .60 µ, having
higher resolution than those previously published by
Kuiper ( 1964) and Moroz ( 1966). Because the
higher resolution increases the opportunity to search
for minor constituents in the Jupiter atmosphere, and
to study the absorption characteristics of different
bands, these new spectra are presented with labora-
tory spectra of different amounts of methane, ammo-
nia, acetylene, hydrogen sulfide, and hydrogen cya-
nide, at a resolution commensurate with the Jupiter
spectra. The spectra of Jupiter given here have a
resolution x/Ox ^ 700 at 1.5 µ, while the apparent
*Present address, IIT Research Institute, Chicago, Illinois.
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resolution of Moroz' tracings is 250 and that of
Kuiper's 450.
2. The Spectrum of Jupiter
Three tracings of the spectrum of Jupiter were
obtained with the infrared specirometcr described by
Kuiper, et al. (1962) and the 61 4nch NASA reflec-
tor of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory. A lead
sulfide detector of width 1.0 mm was used with an
entrance slit of 1.0 mm (subtended angle 10 seconds
of arc). The slit was aligned roughly parallel to the
equator and included the equatorial zone and parts
of the north and south equatorial belt. The spectrum
was scanned at 1.72 A/ sec with a time constant of
10 sec. The three tracings were averaged and a hand-
drawn composite prepared. The composite and the
two best individual spectra are presented in Figures
1 through 3.
WITH LABORATORY CALIBRATIONS
by DALE P. CRUIKSHAN-.K AND ALAN B. BINDER*
March 5, 1968
ABSTRACT
New spectra of Jupiter in the region 0.95-1.60 microns are presented with calibrations from laboratory studies of the
bands of CH, and NH,. Estimates of the quantities of these gases above the effective reflecting layer in the Jupite, • atmosphere
are given for each of several individual bands. The presence of C,H,, HS, and HCN is investigated with the aid of composite
spectra of these gases in addition to CH, and NH,. We find as upper limits 8 cm-atm for C:H.., 50 cm-atm for HS, and 10
cm-atm for HCN.
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Fig.3 Spectrum of Jupiter, Part 3, 1.35-1.63 µ; as Fig. 1.
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3. Laboratory Comparisons
In 1964, Kuiper published a series of laboratory
spectra of different amounts of CH 4 and NH;, with
a resolution comparable to his spectrum of Jupiter.
We have similarly prepared a series of these spectra
with slightly higher resolution to correspond more
closely to the spectra of Jupiter in Figures 1-3. A
single pass absorption tube of length 40 meters with
quartz windows and a quartz-iodine lamp was used.
To increase the amount of gas in the path, it was
necessary to increase the pressure; the effects of band
growth shown in Figures 4-9 are not pressure inde-
pendent. Figures 4-6 show tracings of different
amounts of CH4 within the wavelength interval
0.93-1.72 pt. The best overall fit to the Jupiter spec-
trum corresponds to approximately 56 m-atln CH4
at 1.4 atm pressure. With this quantity of methane
in the absorption tube, we added increasing amounts
of NHa so that the gases were mixed inside the tube.
The spectra so obtained are shown in Figures 7-9.
The composite spectrum of NH-.j and CH 4 is more
easily compared to the spectru.n of Jupiter than are
spectra of the individual gases alone. Using these
laboratory data we have attempted to idenfify the
prominent features in the Jupiter spectrum, the
results of which are indicated above the composite
tracing in Figures 1-3. Several uncertainties remain
in the identification and such features are indicated
with a question mark.
Using the laboratory observations of CH4 and
NH3 we have estimated the approx3a►ate equivalent
absorbing pathlength above the scattering/reflecting
layer in the Jupiter atmosphere for several different
absorption bands. The estimates are given in Table 1.
Because the laboratory observations were made with
a single fixed-pathlength absorption cell, the observed
band-development with increasing amounts of gas is
not pressure independent. Further, our observations
-_N
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Fig. 4 Spectra of increasing amounts of CH,, Part 1, 0.94-1.20 F. In all spectra,
the absorbing path length is 40 m. Curve a is a blank run with absorption tube
evacuated, but with 3 m air path in spectrometer (about 18 microns precipitable
H,0). All spectra in Figures 4-11 have same spectrometer air path. Curve b,
5.26 m-atm CH, at 0.132 atm pressure; c, 17.38 m-atm CH. at 0.434 arm pressure;
d, 36.8 m-atm CH, at 0.93 atm pressure; e, 76.8 m-atm CH, at 1.92 atm pressure;
f, 117.0 m-atm CH, at 2.92 atm pressure; g, 156.8 m-atm Mat 3.92 atm pressure.
were all made at room temperature (22°C) so that
the appearance of the bands and the adjacent con-
tinuum may differ somewhat from those in the spec-
trum of Jupiter. The effects of temperature and/or
pressure are especially evident in the NHs band at
1.255 u wherein the two minima are reversed in
relative intensity in the laboratory spectra, and in the
CH, band at 1.31 µ, which is much weaker in the
Jupiter spectrum than in the laboratory runs. The
estimates in Table I are correct in the first approxi-
mati-n, but to higher accuracy must be understood
as relative only to our laboratory data. There may be
errors by as much as a factor of two, especially for
the strong bands which, in the case of Jupiter, may
form high in the planet's atmosphere where the pres-
sure is less by a factor of 3 or more than that in the
laboratory.
The wide range of values for CH 4 and NH3 in
Table 1 attest to the often neglected fact that a
reliable estimate of the quantity of either of these
gases cannot be made from the study of a single
band. As Kuiper (1952, 1964) and others have
pointed out, one must recall that strong bands reach
absorption at much higher levels in the atmosphere
than do weak ones.
It can be seen from Table i and the figures illus-
trating the ammonia bands that N% is an important
absorbing molecule in the Jupiter atmosphere. Dan-
ielson (1966 p.955) reached the opposite conclusion
because his Stratoscope 11 spectra showed an inten-
sity maximum instead of a depression at 1.53-±-0.02
IL, very near the 1.51 µ band of NHs. This is purely
an effect of the low resolution of the Stratoscope H
spectra. It can be seen in Figure 3 that the "window"
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TABLE I
Prominent bands of CIL and NH, identified in the spec-
trum of Jupiter with estimates of the equivalent amount of
gas giving the same absorption in laboratory conditions.
EQUIVALENT AMOUNT ABO,P
MOLECULE wAVELENGTII (A) JUPITFS CLOUD LAYER
NH, 1.08 5 m-atm
CH, 1.10 100
NH:, 1.22 0.8
CH, 1.23 100
NH, 1.26 2
NH3 1.29 0.8
CH, 1.31-1.32 25
CH, 1.33 13
CH, 1.44 10-20
CH, 1.47 20-60
NH, 1.51 0.2
NH, 1.53 0.2
NH, 1.57 4
in the Jupiter atmosphere from 1.40-1.63 µ is
strongly asymmetrical with the intensity peak at
1.59±0.01 µ. Danielson's spectra smear out this
window to a nearly symmetrical envelope with the
peak shifted to shorter wavelengths. The asymmetry
shown in our spectra is also well displayed in the
records of Kuiper (1964) and Moroz (1966). The
importance of telluric water vapor in s,: ,4ng this
enveinpe is small compared to that of CH4 LzA NH:,.
The H- _O band closest to the region of interest is the
relatively narrow absorption (at this resolution) at
1.47,u. Comparison of a spectrum of the moon made
when the telluric water vapor concentration was
similar to that when the Jupiter records were made
(for example, Kuiper, 1964, Figure 11) shows that
the intensity at the deepest part of the band is about
70 percent of the intensity at 1.59 µ. In the Jupiter
spectrum in Figure 3, the intensity at 1.47 IL is
25 percent of the peak at I.59µ. This illustrates
that water vapor absorption in this region does not
account for the discrepancy between the spectra of
Danielson and those of Kuiper, Moroz, and the
present authors.
Danielson (1966, p.955 and note added in proof)
correctly concluded that the broad, deep absorption
Y
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Fig. 6 Spectra of CH,, Part 3, 1.35-1.72 µ; as Fig. 4.
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at 1.37 µ is caused by CH 4 . This is evident in Figures
5 and 6 where the growth of the band superimposed
on the small water vapor absorption in the laboratory
(corresponding to 18 microns precipitable H:O),
is well shown. These spectra are offered in lieu of
those of Owen and Cruikshank (unpublished) men-
tioned by Danielson (1966, p.959).
Mention must be made also of Danielson's dis-
cussion of the absorptions at 1.15 µ. He indicates
that if a significant fraction of the absorption there
is due to the 2-0 band of H_, the depth of the bands
corresponds to approximately 45 km-atm H 2 for a
temperature of 200-225°K. By comparing Figures
2 and 4, it can be seen that the three individual
minima at about 1 .135 µ (broad), 1.155 µ, and
1.165 µ correspond in detail to features of CH4.
From these room temperature comparisons, the
1.135 tt band is most closely matched by 36.8 m-atm
CH4
 at 0.93 atm pressure, while the latter two bands
agree well with 17.4 m-atm CH 4 at 0.434 atm pres-
sure. Contributions from the relatively weak telluric
H•O band at 1.13 µ are insignificant. If then, as it
seems, much of the absorption in the 1 . 15 it region
is due to CH4, Danielson's estimate of the amount
of H2 in the absorbing path is too great, making the
abundance in this band more nearly in accord with
that of about 14 km -atm estimated from the H:,
absorptions near 2.25 µ (see Appendix).
4. Acetylene, Hydrogen Sulfide, and
Hydrogen Cyanide
The presence of minor constituents on Jupiter is
important to the chemical equilibrium of the atmo-
sphere. In order to make an accurate test for the
presence of H.,S, HCN, and C2 i we observed these
gases against the background of absorptions of CH4
and NH3. These three gases were considered possible
contributors to the array of features in the Jupiter
spectrum partly on the basis of comparisons with
the laboratory spectra of Cruikshank (1967). Rec-
ognition that composite spectra are superior to single
spectra for the detection of individual lines or line
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Fig.9 Spectra of CH4 with increasing amounts of NH, added, Part 3, 1.35-1.63 µ;
as Fig. 7.
blends supported the use of the following laboratory
procedure.
The single-pass 40-meter absorption tube of the
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory was filled with 55.6
m-atm CHa plus 0.211 m-atm NH., at a total pressure
of 1.4 atm. Because of the small amounts of C_H_
required, it was not possible to introduce the gas
directly into the tube with CH, and NH 3. Thus, a
20-cm glass absorption tube with plane glass win-
dows containing the Q112 was varied independently
for the different amounts shown in Figure 10. There
are no identifiable lines of C,H_ in the Jupiter spec-
trum, but in the region of 1.51-1.55 µ where C2H2
absorbs, the Jupiter profile is concave. In the labora-
tory runs with CH, and NHa alone, this region is
convex. The absorption by about 5 cm-atm C2H2
changes the profile to match more nearly that of
Jupiter. It must be understood, however, that effects
of temperature and/or pressure discussed above may
account for the concave CH,-NHs profile in Jupiter,
and the identification of C2H2 must be regarded only
as a possibility. Owen (1965) used the 10372 A
band of C2H2 to establish an upper limit of 3 m-atm
of this gas in the Jupiter atmosphere. Using the
stronger infrared absorptions, in particular the 101
band at 1.538 µ considered above, we can establish
an upper limit of 8 cm-atm. While 5 cm-atm would
affect the shape of the profile, as noted above, 8
cm-atm should result in recognizable absorption fea-
tures at the resolution of the laboratory and Jupiter
data. A positive identification is not possible from
these unresolved spectra; other gases absorb in this
region, for example, HCN which is discussed below.
Also this region lies on the shoulder of a strong band
of NIL, and as demonstrated above, different parts of
the fine structure in a given band correspond to dif-
ferent amounts of absorbing gas. Failure of the
laboratory spectra to match the curve of growth pro-
duced in planet's atmosphere can easily effect small
changes in the slopes and valleys of a band.
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Fig. 10 Spectra of CH,, NH„ and C.-H: combined, 1.40-1.63 µ. All spectra have 55.6 m-atm CH, plus 0.211 m-atm NFL.
with path length of 40 m, total pressure 1.4 atm. Spectra b-e have absorptions of C,H, superimposed. The CA gas was con-
tained in an absorption tube in tandem with the 40 m tube, and was used in the following amounts, always at 700 mm pressure:
b, 2.3 cm-atm; c, 4.6 cm-atm; d, 9.3 cm-atm; e, 18.6 cm-atm.
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Fig. 11 Spectra of CH,, NR, and H ,S combined, 1.40-1.63 K. All spectra were made with 40 m absorption tube and have
3 m laboratory air path in spectrometer superimposed ( about 18 microns precipitable H .-O). All spectra have 55.6 m-atm CH,
plus 0.211 m-atm NH.. Spectrum a has only CH. plus NHS, total pressure 1.40 atm; b, CH, plus NH„ plus 0.211 m-atm HS,
total pressure 1.403 atm; c, same as b, but with 0.632 m-atm HS, total pressure 1.415 atm. Small segment of HS spectrum
inserted has only 0.65 m-atm HS at pressure 0.93 atm, shown at higher resolution.
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Hydrogen cyanide (HCN) was observed in three
different amounts for comparison with the spectrum
of Jupiter. Figure 12 shows the 002 band at 1.533 µ;
there is an indication of incipient rotational structure
in the P branch, just beyond the spectral resolution
limit. Using the HCN cells in tandem with the 40 m
tube containing CH, and NH;,, the composite spectra
in Figure 13 were made with the resolution adjusted
to compare with that of the Jupiter spectra in Figures
1-3. The P and R branches of HCN are easily dis-
tinguished from the background of methane and
ammonia absorptions even for 20 cm-atm of the gas.
We estimate that 10 cm-atm in the double-transmis-
sicnt path in the Jupiter atmosphere would be visible
in the Jupiter spectrum in Figure 3. This represents
an improvement of a factor of 20 over the upper
limit determined by Owen (1965) .
A similar search was made for HzS. This is a
weakly absorbing gas, thus requiring large amounts.
H,,S was therefore added directly to the tube contain-
ing 55.6 m-atm CH, and 0.211 m-atm NH;,. The
resulting spectra are given in Figure 11 with a high
resolution spectrum of H_S alone (62 cm path at
pressure 705 mm Hg) added to show the band shape
and partly resolved component lines. As in the case
Of C2H2, no bands could be positively identified but
the laboratory spectral profile in the region 1.58-
1.61 µ was modified to match more closely that of
the Jupiter spectra. From the spectra in Figure 11
we estimate that 0.3 m-atm H•,S could account for
the shape of the Jupiter spectrum in this region,
subject to the limitations of pressure and temperature
noted above for acetylene. We suggest an upper limit
of 0.5 m-atm for the presence of H2S in the Jupiter
spectrum (double-pass).
APPENDIX
In his discussion of the Jupiter spectrum in the
region 2.0-2.5 µ, Danielson (1966 p. 956) noted
that methane absorptions alone are insufficient to
account for the broad absorption between about
2.0 and 2.5 A. His statement was based on the
appearance of the relatively weak absorption shown
in the laboratory spectra of small amounts of CH,
(Kuiper and Cruikshank, 1964). Danielson cor-
eluded that there might be absorption in this region
in addition to CH, and NH.,, and considered the
collision-induced dipole transitions in H:.
More recent laboratory studies of large amounts
of CH have shown that the appearance of the 2.0=
2.5 µ region is considerably different from what one
might expect using the laboratory spectra of Kuiper
b
0
0._-
1.50	 I.66µ	 )►
Fig. 12 Spectra of the 002 band of HCN, all at 1 atm
pressure, (a) 20 cm path, (b) 38 cm path, (c) 1 m path.
--,I
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and Cruikshank alone. In Figure 12 we give a family
of curves showing the increase in effective band width
of the CH4 absorptions as the amount of gas and
pressure are increased to values more appropriate
for Jupiter's atmosphere. The shortward progression
of the very strong absorption terminates at about
2.09 µ for 120 m-atm CH 4 . The massive absorption
in this region is a blend of the 0110 (2.20 p), 001 l
(2.32 µ), and 1001 (2.37 µ) bands. With this
amount of CH I , the 0012 (1.79 p) band also absorbs
to about 2.04 µ. As seen in Table 1, this quantity
of methane is not inconsistent with some of the bands
in the Jupiter spectrum. The spectra in Figure 14
do not include the effects of the strong NH;, bands
at 2.22 µ and 1.98 µ, which would further alter the
profile of the remaining window transmitted by the
Jupiter atmosphere.
It is therefore inappropriate to draw conclusions
on the abundance of hydrogen from absorptions in
this spectral region where methane and ammonia
1.45	 1.90	 I.Mp	 11
Fig. 13 Spectra of CH4, NH., and HCN combined, 1.40-1.60 µ. All spectra have
55.2 m-atm CH, plus 0.20 m-atm NHa mixed in 40 m tube, at total pressure 1.39
atm. HCN contained in glass tubes external to 40 m tube. (a) no HCN, (b) 20 cm
HCN at 1 atm pressure, (c) 38 cm HCN at 1 atm pressure, (d) 1 m HCN at
1 atm pressure.
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bands are so strong and complexly blended, unless
the resolution is much higher than that of Stratoscope
I I spectra or our own observations with the scanning
spectrometer.
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No. 104 NEW MULTICOLOR FILTER PHOTOMETRY OF MARS
by RICHARD 1. MITCHELL
October 1, 1967
ABSTRACT
New photometry of Mars for the wavelength region 0.33 — 5.0,u with broad and medium-narrow filters is presented. The
observations show a variation of 10 percent in whole-disk reflectivity in the I µ region. The reflectivity of Mars is found to
decrease between 2.2 and 3.5 µ. The integrated albedo is found to be 0.31 ± .03 pe. The apparent 5 µ brightness temperature
is 243' K for the 1967 opposition period.
1. Introduction
D
uring the course of our multicolor photometric
observational programs Johnson, et al, 1966),
we obtained observations of planets and satellites
over the entire wavelength range from 0.3-5.0 1L.
This paper gives the observations for the planet
Mars. Discussions of observations for Venus and
Mercury are now in preparation.
In recent years the geometric reflectivity of Mars
has been computed from observations made with
spectral scanners covering the spectral region 0.3-
1.2 µ. In the region 0.8-1.2 µ, a depression in the
reflectivity has been interpreted as due to limonite
(Younkin 1966). Tull (1966) found an even
stronger effect in his spectral scans in this region.
Sinton's (1967) scans, however, confirmed
Younkin's data indicating a small limonite spectral
effect. Our multicolor (broad and narrow-band)
photometry appears to confirm the difference be-
tween Tull and Younkin, in that variations are
observed at 1 µ.
In the 1-4 µ region, the spectrum and the reflec-
tivity of Mars have been studied by Moroz (1964)
and Sinton (1967). Of specific interest here is their
interpretation of a dip in reflectivity at 3 µ as due
to water of hydration.
Our 5 u data introduce new information about
the thermal emissiot. of Mars. The mean Mars disk
temperature from 10 µ brightness measures (Pettit
and Nickolson 1924; Menzel, Coblentz, and Lamp-
land 1926; and Sinton and Strong 1960) are com-
bined with these new 5 µ observations in the dis-
cussion of the thermal emission of Mars.
2. Observations
Because of the large image size of Mars and the
fixed diaphragm size of the JHKLM photometer
(Johnson and Mitchell 1962), the far-infrared ob-
servations were made on the 21-in. and 28-in. tele-
scopes. When used with these two telescopes, the
diaphragm of the JHKLM photometer is large
enough to include the entire disk of Mars. A few
UBVRI observations were obtained simultaneously
with the JHKLM measures. These observations are
listed in Tables 1 and 2. The last column for the
JHKLM observations lists the probable error of the
mean M magnitude, which was obtained from the
repeated M deflect<vns at the 21-in. telescope. a Boo
was used as the M (5 µ) standard. The M measures
reported here were made with the JHKLM pho-
tometer, which has a liquid-nitrogen-cooled PbS
cell as detector.
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TABLE I
JHKLM PHOTOMETRY OF MARS
JD MERIDIAN K J- K H- K K	 L K M TELESCOPE PROBABLE ERRORof M
38818.964 2010 -3.24 -1-0.24 --0.43 -^- 28" - -
38826.843 89 -3.39 0.19 -0.45 28
39602.808 170 -„70 0.34 +0.01 --0.45 +0.90 28
39603.744 142 -3.76 0.36 -0.02 -0.44 0.92 28
?9604.734 130 -3.74 0.43 -0.01 -0.47 0.85 28
39648.700 83 -2.78 0.31 +0.02 -0.51 1.02 21 i- 0.10 mag39649.664 61 -2.66 0.32 -0.01 -0.45 1.16 21 ± 0.08 mag
39650.626 38° -2.68 +0.25 -}-0.01 ---0.32 -{-1.19 21" * 0.10 mag
TABLE 2
UBVRI PHOTOMETRY OF MARS
JD MERIDIAN V U- V B- V V- R V-1
38818.942 1930 -1.08 +1.90 -}-1.33 -1.1.24 F1,69
38826.795 72 -1.35 1.83 1.29 1.10 1.64
39603.758 143 -1.70 1.93 1.35 1.23 1.75
39604.761 1360 -1.57 +1.93 -}-1.35 +1.24 -1-1.79
TABLE 3
8-COLOR PHOTOMETRY OF MARS
JD MERIDIAN 33-52 35 - 52 37-52 40-52 45-52 52-58 52-63
39641.701 1480 +1.251 +1.191 +1.479 +1.448 +0.593 +0.900 +1.432
39642.687 134 1.263 1.206 1.491 1.451 0.631 0.887 1.414
39649.608 41 1.211 1.170 1.433 1.403 0.600 0.818 1.280
39653.729 47 1.126 1.083 1.344 1.361 0.587 0.810 1.290
39663.670 2890 +1.362 +1.284 +1.498 +1.462 +0.615 +0.811 +1.282
TABLE 4
6-RC PHOTOMETRY OF MARS
JD
	 MERIDIAN 58 - 72	 58-80	 58-86	 58-919
	
58 -11 0
	39622.750
	
337:
	 +1.019	 +1.084
	 +1.250	 +1.401
	
39624.788
	 332°	 -}-0.791	 +1.047
	 -}-1.115	 +1.317	 +1.498
TABLE 5
6-RC PHOTOMETRY OF SOLAR TYPE STARS
STAR SP 58-72 58 - 80 58-86 58-99 58- 110
p Com Go V +0.326 +0.472 +0.538 +0.599 +0.677
p Com Go V 0.327 0.471 0.522 0.589 0.733
x Ser Go V +0.329 +0.490 +0.553 +0.598 +0.720
0.3
	 0.5 07	 1.0	 1.5 2.0	 3.0	 5.0
.40
.30
P(a)
.20
.10
0.00
• EVANS 1965
• 13-C
U6VRIJHKL
X IJK "1965"
* CORRECTED L
1-
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TABLE 6
MILAN 13 -COLOR PHOTOMETRY
33-52 35- 52 37- 52 40- 52 45- 52 58- 52	 63- 52	 72- 52	 80 -52	 86-52	 99-52	 110-52
Sun	 +0.356 -{-0.328 +0.621 -}-0.730 -}0:277 -0.314 -0.513 -0.642 -0.792 -0.852 -0.909 -1.025
Mars	 +1.243 -}-1.187 -}-1.449 -{- 1 .425 +0.605 -0.845 - 1 .340 -1.641	 -1.878 -1.944 -2.129 -2.295
TABLE 7
MEAN UBVRIJHKLM PHOTOMETRY
U-V B-V V-R
	
V-1	 V-J V-H V-K	 V^-L
Sun	 -{-0.70	 -}-0.64	 -{-0.52	 -{-0.78	 +1.06	 -}-1.34	 +1.41	 -{-1.53
Mars	 +1.90
	 +1.34	 +1.23	 +1 .72	 +1.80	 +2.1 1 	 +2.1 1 	 (+I.60)
f
In addition to the broad-band observations, a
few medium-narrow-band observations on our new
13-color system were obtained. Eight of these colors
were observed with a 1P21; observations of 985
bright stars on the eight-color system have been
published by Johnson, Mitchell, and Latham (1967).
The other five colors, observed with a 7102 (the
6-RC system), are given here in preliminary form;
the zero point of the colors is 0.00 for a Lyrae.
These observations are given in Tables 3, 4, and 5.
Tables 6 and 7 list the mean observed colors of
Mars and the derived colors of the Sun. The solar
UBVRIJHKL values are taken from H. L. Johnson
(1965), and the solar 8-C colors are those used in
the absolute calibre don of the medium-narrow fil-
ter photometry (Johnson, Mitchell, and Latham
1967). The 6-RC solar colors are derived from
Table 5. The mean V - L given refers to the reflected
solar energy; the observed K - L was corrected by
-0.06 mag to account for the 250° K blackbody
emission of Mars in the L filter.
3. Geometric Abbedo
Following the analysis of Harris (1961) we
adopt a mean unit distance brightness for the V-mag
system (V - -1.52). We assume that the mean
colors are independent of phase. M (5 IA) is treated
separately.
The geometric albedo plotted in Figure 1 was
computed at each wavelength according to the usual
formula (Harris 1961), using de Vaucouleurs'
(1964) planetary dimensions and H. L. Johnson's
X00
Fig.I The geometric albedo of Mars versus wavelength plotted on a logarithmic scale.
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(1965) solar values. Evans' (1965) Aerobee data
have been scaled to match our data near 0.33 IA. The
far-infrared reflectivity has been tied to the visual
reflectivity by simultaneous observations in the visual
and the infrared.
Three separate curves are given in Figure 1 near
1 IA. The values from the 6-RC photometry are near
the Martian meridian, (354`) observed by Tull
(1966). The smooth UBVRIJHKL curve is an aver-
age of values around 150° and 50° The third curve
indicates I and J from 1965 observations, relative
to the mean K value of the above curve. This last
curve appears flat, like the spectral scans near merid-
ian 30° by Younkin (1966) and 270° by Sinton
(1967). These data indicate that real variations of
10 percent in reflectivity for the disk are present in
the 1 u region; with other published data, they indi-
cate that the primary effect is related to the central
meridian observed. Phase and seasonal effects are
also present. This variation, in the region of the
limonite absorption band, might be interpreted in
terms of mineral distribution as discussed by Binder
and Cruikshank (1966), Moroz (1964), and the
other authors cited in this paragraph.
This variation in Martian reflectivity near 1.0 µ
can be shown in another way independent of our
solar calibrations. Sinton (1967, Fig. Y, used R Com
as a solar-like comparison star; our analysis of.the
6-RC photometry also strongly depends on /3 Com
as a comparison star. The comparison of Simon's
results with ours, both using # Com as a reference,
shows the reality of these variations.
4. Integrated Bond Aibedo
The total Bond albedo is defined as:
A — opU)q(a)S(A)dk/ f0S(x)dx.
n	 n
Where
p(a) — the geometric albedo (Fig. 1);
q(x) — the phase integral (de Vau-
couleurs 1964, case b);
S(x) — the solar spectrum. The spec-
trum used was the average of
Allen's 1963 spectrum with
the solar central intensity
data of Labs and Neckel
(1967) corrected for limb
darkening.
The derived total albedo is 0.31 -!- .03 pe. The
principal source of error is the phase function and
its integral in the infrared. An additional source of
error is the variation of color and brightness with
the Martian central meridian. Using this total albedo,
the solar constant, 1.37 x 106 erg/cm'- sec, and the
semimajor axis of the orbit of Mars, 1.5237 AU, the
total energy absorbed by Mars is 0.40 x 100 erg/
cm- sec. This surface flux corresponds to a black-
body temperature of 291' K, in good agreement
with the observed brightness temperature at 10 µ
for the subsolar point on Mars as given by Sinton
and Strong (1960) and others.
5. 5 and 10,u Thermal Energy
The M (5 µ) photometry was observed at two
epochs, April (near opposition) and June. Using
Johnson's (1965) calibration and assuming that all
the radiation is thermal emission, the brightness
temperature is computed to be 248° K for April
and 243° K for June. The temperature is lower in
June when more of the cool morning edge is seen.
If allowance is made for reflected solar radiation
(assuming p(,k) — 0.15 at 5 µ, which is slightly less
than p(A) = 0.17 determined at 3.4 µ), the com-
puted April opposition thermal radiation is 0.86
W/cmz cm at 5 1L; this corresponds to a brightness
temperature of 243° K. Because the solar flux at
the surface of Mars is about twice the observed 5 µ
flux at the surface, this interpretation of the M
photometry would be questionable except for the
fact that the Martian reflectivity is observed to fall
off sharply between 2.2 and 3.4 IA.
Published 10.2 1A data on Mars include few
whole-disk observations because of image-size limi-
tations. The scan data published by Sinton and
Strong (1960) were integrated and 252° K was
found for the Mars disk. Pettit and Nicholson (1924)
published 250° K as a mean disk brightness tempera-
ture. For observations in 1924, the mean disk bright-
ness of 246° ± 4° pe was obtained by Menzel,
Coblentz, and Lampland (1926). Since these three
independent references for 10 µ photometry have
also shown local 10 µ brightness variations (includ-
ing latitude, longitude, and Martian season), it ap-
pears reasonable to assume 250° -+- 4° pe for the
disk 10 IL brightness temperature,.
Figure 2 shows the energy spectrum of Mars
for each component of the radiation. The energy
from solar reflection and from Mars thermal emis-
sion appear to be equal at about 4.2 IA.
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Fig. 2 The observed energy received at the earth from Mars, reduced
to mean opposition. The two curves show the reflected and emitted
radiation.
6. Summary
Following the discussion by Blanco and McCus-
key (1961) and using the integrated Bond albedo,
the energy absorbed by Mars is computed; the equiv-
alent blackbody temperature obtained is 291° K.
The mean surface brightness temperature for an
illuminated insulated hemisphere is 245° K; for a
perfect conducting or rapidly rotating sphere re-
radiating into 4 n steradians, it is 206° K.
From a comparison of the 5 and 10 µ brightness
temperature with the simple insulated hemisphere
model, it is concluded that a blackbody temperature
of 245' K is appropriate for the significant thermal
radiation from Mars. In Figure 2, more than 90 per-
cent of the thermal radiation for Mars is radiated at
wavelengths shorter than 40 µ, with half the energy
short of 17 µ. The emissivity at 5 µ is near unity
( 85 percent). The emissivity at 10 1A is seen to
be near unity since the subsolar point 10 µ bright-
ness temperature is the same as the absorbed solar-
flux temperature. It follows that the emissivity is
near unity at wavelengths longer than 10 IL and that
the brightness temperature at these wavelengths must
be near 245° K; otherwise the 5 and 10 µ bright-
ness temperatures and the color (5 µ and 10 µ)
temperature would not correspond to the simple
hemispherical temperature within their probable
errors.
Finally, the mean brightness temperatures of a
rapidly rotating sphere may be compared with the
radio centimeter brightness temperature of 200° K.
The radar measures indicate 89 percent emissivity
(a survey of radio observations of the planets by
Kellerman 1966). It appears that the time required
to conduct thermal energy to an optical depth suffi-
cient to produce radiation in the centimeter region
is several revolutions. The simplest model accounts
for all the observed radiation from Mars in both
the infrared and radio regions; thus, within the er-
rors of these observations, the absorbed solar energy
accounts for all the observed energy.
The analysis given here must be considered pre-
liminary as only a few faces of the planet have been
examined in the far infrared. Because of the nearly
equal rotation periods of Mars and earth, it is diffi-
cult to determine the phase functions and phase inte-
grals free of longitude effects from just one opposi-
tion. For this reason we propose to observe Mars
through several oppositions.
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